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By PAT MANNING 
SPECIAL TO THE SIDNEY REVIEW
Provincial Highways Minister 
Graham Lea’s offer to reduce the 
speed limit on Pat Bay Highway 
at the curve south of Wains Road 
is of “no value,’’ says Saanich 
Peninsula School Trustee Jack 
Armstrong.
Armstrong was reacting to a 
letter received from the 
Department of Highways stating 
the limit would be reduced from 
60 m.p.h. to 50 from south of the 
curve to the beginning of the 30 
m.p.h. zone close to the ferry 
compound. -
The school board had sent a 
letter to the department voicing 
its concern about the danger to 
children and school buses trying 
to cross the highway at the Wains 
intersection.
The board suggested the amber 
flashing light indicating 
congestion approaching the ferry 
terminal might also be used to 
warn motorists when school 
children and school buses were 
corssing the highway. They also 
asked for a pedestrian overpass.
A letter. received from the 
minister dated June 24 said the 
amber flashing light could not be 
used for a dual purpose and said a 
single amber light . would i be 
placed at the intersection land the 
■ speed limit would be reduced.
concern at the latest 
correspondence from the High­
ways Department stating what 
the speed limit would be and 
making no mention of a 
pedestrian overpass.
“I am quite perturbed,” said 
Trustee Lois Walsh,“I think we 
should write another letter and 
•keep voicing our concern.”
Trustee Walter Tangye said 
trying to get a further speed 
reduction on the highway at the 
wains intersection would be futile 
because it would seriously reduce 
traffic capacity on the road and 
the department “would never go 
for that”.
He suggested the board appeal 
once again for a pedestrian 
overpass.
Chairman Rubymay Parrott 
said: "There is no safe way you 
can get across the highway,”
She said while a pedestrian 
overpass was necessary it 
vmuldn't solve (he problem of the 
school buses trying to get across 
the highway.
She referred to the ovorpa.s.s 
being contemplated for Beacon 
Avenue and the underpass for 
McTnvlah Hoad which the liust^n 
could use If and when they arc 
completed.
Walsh made the motion that the 
i board write to the minister of 
highways onco again “voicing 
our concern”, Hiating tho 50 
m.p.h. speed limit does not meet 
wilh board approval and ex­
pressing the hope the depaiTmont 
will be Bwlfl in making some 
other measures to make the 
crossing safer.
She added she believed a 
pedestrian overpass *"ls 
necessary" and an overpnH.«i for 
vehicles at some point along the 
highway is also ncwled.
Armstrong In reference to the 
highway from McTavish to the 
ferry terminal declared! "The 
whole thing l» a moss.”
T r jx A c o
CANNON FIRE boomed over Sidney last Sunday as the 
RCSCC Quadra cadets presented a Ceremony of the 
Flags in the Safeway parking lot. The 320-man detach­
ment, which has been training at Comox throughout the 
summer, will also present its display at Expo ’74 in
Spokane. Sponsored by the Royal Canadian Legion, 
Saanich Peninsula Branch No. 37, the event was at­
tended by a number of residents — with more arriving 
as the cannons began firing.
Van Isle Marina Deemed ' 




By BRUCE OBEE 
SPECIAL TO THE SIDNEY REVIEW
LINDHOLM ASKS TO BEGIN 
PLAN ON ACUTE CARE WING:
Saanich Peninsula Hospital 
Board President Louis Lindholm 
has asked for “an early decision” 
bn a request for authorization to 
begin planning the peninsula’s 
acute care facility.
In a letter to Capital Regional 
Hospital Board Chairman Art 
Young, Lindholm said, “Would it 
not make good sense that we 
should be authorized to proceed 
at once to plan for the acute care 
facility.”
Lindliolm’s letter was a reply 
to a letter from Young stating 
that an agency, to be set up by the 
regional board, will be respon­
sible for “all aspects of hospital 
planning in the region,” 
“Hospital boards will remain 
responsible for the day to day 
management of the individual 
hospital plants,” Young said, 
“and will be represented on the 
planning authority,
“It is hoped that functional 
planning can be commenced in 
the near future which will leau to 
a rational programme of hospital
reconstruction, so urgently 
needed.”
Lindholm said he is hopeful the 
new planning authority will have 
sufficient power to execute its 
own decisions “and not turn out 
to be yet another bureaucratic 
hurdle over which hospital 
boards must stumble before 
reaching the ultimate authority 
with power to turn on the green 
light for hospital construction.”
“It seems to me that regardless 
of who it is that finally approves 
further construction,” Lindholm 
continued; “there is no reason 
why planning for the future
should not proceed at once.
“It is nearly a year ago since 
we requested authority to 
proceed with planning of the 
acute care phase of the Saanich 
Peninsula Hospital. It was long 
jgo decided that the acute care 
Ihase should be constructed.”
• “The money referendum in 
that behalf was passed a year ago 
last March,” Lindholm said, 
‘lEverybody agrees the acute 
care wing should be constructed 
but up until now no-one has been 
prepared to accept the respon­






l.miit) Lindholm ... Saanich 
Pi'nlnBula lloiiplinl Hoard 
Prff«ldent.
OK Paving Co. Ltd. has failed 
to live up to its contract for site 
development at Mount Newton 
.lunior Secondary School, 
Saanich Penin.suln School Board 
trustees charged Monday.
Under the terms of the contract 
completion date was to be August 
'15; ■ ;■ ' . ■'
Work was to include a paved 
bus loading zone, a gravel staff 
parking lot for 36 cars, a paved 
and fenced games court, a 
student concourse, perimeter 
field fencing, and window and 
r(M>f protection.
Trustee Ann Poorjitor ex­
claimed indignantly the “work 
had hardly sUirted".
She said vnguo runs had been 
made with a bulldozer and the 
work was “hopelessly behind". 
"It’s a heck of a mess,’ 
“I’m appalled.” fthc added, 
Trustee Walter Tangye con­
firmed Focreister’a report saying 
he found It a “very frustrating 
and unhappy situation,” He said 
it would seem tho school board
was a “captive market” and that 
there was no way they could 
“prod them on”.
“Nobody seems to care,” said 
Chairman Rubymay Parrott, 
who had also looked at work 
being done at the school.
“U shows n complete lack of 
responsibility," she added.
Foere.stcr said What concerned 
her most was with school opening 
in a week “500 kids would be 
tracking tar llirougH the school” 
if tho paving was done while 
school was in session,
Parrott tsnid while she wasn’t 
excusing the paving Industry “H 
has been a difficult yenr”.
However, she added, the 
situation at Mount Newton was 
"nn absolute disgrace”.
Tara Snngha, vice-president of 
OK Paving, told The Review tho 
only comment ho wished to make 
was that “wo have experienced 
unanticipated delays which have 
caused us to fall back on our 
schedule,"
It will take a long weekend’s 
work for custodians, and real co­
operation from contractors if 
North Saanich Junior Secondary 
School is to be ready for its full 
complement of 550 students 
Tuesday morning.
With only 19 teaching spaces 
clean and ready for classes, the 
school this week is five short of 
the number previously expected 
to be in operation.
Three of the classrooms suf­
fered damage in a fire last June 
that gutted the building’s library. 
Smoke and heat damage 
warranted the replacement of 
lighting fixtures, some wallboard 
and carpet — and all must be 
painted.
Delays in settling the insurance 
claim-handled by the Insurance 
Corpdration of B.C.—hold up 
work on the repairs until early 
August.
Newly appointed Ad 
ministrative Assistant Gerry 
Montgomery said he is hopeful 
the work will be completed — but
explained it would dhiy happen if 
school maintenance staff worked 
throughout the holiday weekend.
An additonai classroom 
shortage , is the result of slow 
constructin on a six-room ad­
dition to North Saanich School, 
begun last spring.
Often duringthe summer, said 
Montgomery, no workmen at all 
were at the site — although 
construction was supposed to 
have been completed by Sep­
tember 1. Completion is now not 
expected until mid-October.
The library is temporarily 
located on the gymnasium stage 
— and will be moved into its 
former location when 
renovations are completed in late 
September.
Despite opposition from Mayor 
Stan Dear and Aid. Wilkie 
Gardner, Sidney council has 
approved Van Isle Marina as a 
suitable location for a neigh­
bourhood pub.
Council received a request for 
approval of the site of the Quarter 
Deck Restaurant from the 
managers George and Doreen 
Hawkins.
Under the regulations to the 
Government Liquor Act 
municipal councils are obligated 
to give approval to the intended 
site only. All other aspects of a 
proposed neighbourhood pub, 
such as health and building 
regulations, are the respon­
sibility of the provincial goverh- 
ment./''
“On the site, I would oppose it 
very strongly,” said Mayor 
Dear.
The mayor said the two roads 
into the Marina, All Bay and 
Harbour, are only 40 ’feet wide 
and unable to accommodate the 
increased traffic which would 
result from the pub.
Dear also sai^ the Governmerit 
Liquor Act? prohibits the 
establishment of one liquor <)utlet 
within one mile of another and 
the hear^t pub to Van Isle is just 
more than a mile away.
Aid. Wilkie Gardner said 
marinas ‘‘have to be compatible 
with the residents” and a pub 
would make it incompatible.
He described the area as a 
“very high-class” residential' 
a rea';?:; andwar nedof; ?r the;; 
possibility of a marina being built 
iri Roberst Bay in the future.
“What addition does a; pub: 
give? ” he asked, ‘‘I do not thinlc, 
it’s a suitable V site forhard
liquor.”;',..;'';:/,^
“In spite of the proximity of 
this site to the niayer’s residence,
I think it’s a suitable site,” said 
Aid., Peter Malcolm.
In a telephone interview Dear 
said Van Islo* Manger Alan- 
Dickinson’s confirmation there is 
adequate parking is 
“questionable",
“They don’t even have enough
for the marina,” Dear said.
If the traffic increases the 
roads may have to be widened at 
the expense of the taxpayers, he 
said, adding it couldn’t be done on 
a local improvement basis 
because the majority of the ob­
jectors to the proposal live along 
All Bay and Harbour Roads.
Quarter Deck Manageress 
Doreen Hawkins told The Review 
the company applied to the 
Liquor Control Board for a neigh­
bourhood pub licence about three 
weeks ago and' has not yet 
received any reply.
Some Liquor Control Board 
officials have been out and 
spoken with a few of the neigh­
bouring marina owners and some 
nearby residents, she added.
v . v LITTLE HOPE 
; FOR REFERENDUM 
■BEFORE ELECTION 
It’s doubtful the three penin­
sula municipalities will hold a ’ 
referendum ‘ ‘of any. type” before 
the next civic election, Sidney 
Aid. Pat Merrett said Monday.
Merrett told council the 
Peninsula Recreation Council is 
currently awaiting approval 
from the Lieut.-Governor on the • 
proposed trl-municipal bylaw.
Therq-have been a number of 
hold ups, including numerous 
minor amendments to thegbylaw 
by each of tKe three c<hincUs,?stei 
said; and it’s unlikeiy:tttac^hcils; 
will have enpui^ tiihe to pre 
for a referendum before 
November.
“I don’t want to hanipen their 
hopes,’* Merrett said,“It’s very 
unlikely that they’ll see a 
referendum of any type.”
REVIEW OFFICE 
CLOSED LABOUIt;DAY:;?
The Sidney Review office will 
be closed for the Labour Day 
holiday Sept. 2. The newspaper 
will be published Wednesday as 
Tistial.' '=
ALDERMAN SAVED BY THE m
MOOSE WATERING 
HOLE AT SAANICH 
. FAIR .
You can't do much bettor than 
a cool, refreahlng boor on a hot 
day and the Royal Order of 
Moose in Central Saanich hope 
it’s hot next weekend.
In the Moose Hall, across from 
.Saanich Fairgrounds on East 
Saanieh Hoad, a l)oer garden will 
kKi ojjon each day during the 
weekend botwocn Id a.m, and 
midnight.
Moose Governor Terry: Fr- 
skinc said a total of 1,600 cases of 
beer will be available at 50 cents 
a shot and 6,000 boor stelns-wlll 
1)0 sold at $l each.
, If Sidney's animal catcher had I 
Ills own noose pole, Aid. Pat 
Merrett wouldn’t have had to sit 
on a l)udgcr for an hour and a 
half.
"I didn’t like sitting on top of a 
badger,” Morj'ett told council 
Monday,
Through Aid. Wllkio Gardner’s 
nttornps to hold back his 
snickering, Merrett told of the 
badger that she and a neighbour, 
Doan Saunders, trapped under a 
cardboard box in her back yard. 
"We had trouble keeping him 
under there,” Merrett told
reporters, “His claws and tall
kept coming oiit.”
“I might add,” said Aid, Rosa 
Martin, “that badgers are known 
to be very vicious animals.”
Morroti, who iMdieven the 
animal was brought to Van­
couver Island as a pot, said she 
.s|>ottcd the badger scampering 
around her garden and Inv 
mediately sollclUed the services 
of the Town’s animal controller,
Maurice Webb
While awaiting hln arrival her 
neighbour helped frighten tho 
beast on to a cemented area and, 
with lightening speed, covered It 
with a cardboard box,
It was during the long wait, 
while Webb borrowed a noose 
polo from Central Saanich, tliat 
Morrott decided It was high tlipo 
the Town had ii noose polo of iln 
own.':';,? ,'?
When Webb arrived, ono end of 
the cardboard Imx was opened an 
the noose was Bllppcd around the 
badger's heekH ’
It was taktsn to the SPCA whore 
it enjoyed a feast of cucumbers 
and tomaloos, Morrott said 
adding another neighbour was 
wondering why his ycgcb^hlo 
garden has heeh dwindling no 
rapidly. ,'?;';
Merrett convinced council a 
noose pole Is n pretty handy pleeo 
of equipment to have around and 
it was agreod that Municipal 
Clerk Jeff Lot(an would Itwk Into
getting ono for Sidney.
"Would this piece of equipment 
liavo to come from Africa?” 
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We Psh To Thank 
All the Customers Of 
THE LOCAL BUTCHER 
For Their Understanding
In Last Weeks Ad
REVIEW PUBLICATIONS LTD.
I THE MARINE SERVICE CENTRE
OUTBOARD REPAIRS 
EVINRUDE - JOHNSON — HONDA 4 cycle 
INBOARD-OUTBOARD REPAIRS 
Q M C. STERNDRIVE—VdLVO-PENTA 
WAUKESHA MARINE 
fast — REASONABLE
22:58 ll.XRBOUR, SIDNEY -656-3167
Where meats are a specialty, not a sid^rme.
LOCAL BOTCHEBS':




SIRLOIN TIP ROASTS 
SHELBONE ROASTS
$179
SA’iKA. SIX-YKAK-OLI) AKABIAN STALLION, owned means "Sudden Good Fortune" and he has lived up to 
by Bill and Mary Kierans, 738 Towner Park, was named his owners' expectations. It’s the second time he has 
Grand Champion Arabian Stallion over 18 others in his taken the PNE championship. (R.J. Maynard Photo) 




B-B-Q WIENERS ... . . . . . . . . . . . . .............
Sliced
SIDE BACON -......... -........ ....... - 99
Grade ‘A’ S'!
CHUCK STEAK...........-............... ib.
Grade ‘A’ S'! 3§
CROSS RIB ROASTS- - "■
For service & quality shop the 2400 Block Beacon Ave.
656-5501
Open Daily 8:00 a.m. to 5:30 p.m,
^ SPECIALIZING IN FRESH CUT MEATS 
AND HOME FREEZING SUPPLIES
Ifs that time againBBS
stock up on school
Pacific Na tibnal Exhibition 
Farms of Sidney. In the
Blacklock are George and Orma Longphee, 
is owned by Torro Negro Jii
picture with judge Ben
Ar-
Lower Main Floor
In early results from the I 
Pacific National E.xhibition in j 
Vancouver, the Saanich 
Peninsula Beef Club were well 
represented as follows:
Phyllis Delamere; 1st .Jamie 
Croll; 2nd Brett Trimble; Group 
B - 2nd Gail Patterson; 2nd Sean 
Leahy,
Klcven years and under, group 
A- 1st- .John l^avies, 2nd - Blumda 
Smith; Group B. - Lst I.ynn 
.Jones; 2nd Richard Arnoson; 
GroupC- istGordon McLimkI; 1st 
- Gordon Adams; tst Barbara 
Doney, 2nd • Mair Davies. 
Twelve years - Group A • L-il
Thirteen years - Group A r 1st 
Peter Milhurn, 2nd - Russel! 
Smith; Group B - lst Terry 
,'\dams Isl-Uichai’d .Jones; lst ■ 
■Sandra llolthe; lst - ICddie 
Lealiy.
Pourleon years - Group A - lst - 
Doug Bickford; lst Wendy 
Dliiing; 1st ■ SlK'rry Adams; 2nd - 
Sian Davies, Group B - lst Nevil 
Dinsdale; 2nd - Loree .Jones, 
I''ifteen years • Group A - 1st ■ 
Peggie t,eali,\'; 2iid - .leli 
McLeod; 2ud Theresa La Mailre, 
- Oroup B 2nd ' Bev
Delamere; 2nd Dcena Smith. ' 
Sixteen years and over - Group 
A - 2nd - Danna Trimble; Group B 
- lst - Robbie Calnan.
In the 4-11 heifer beef .show, 
Robhy Calnan placed first inthe 
Angus heifer class, J.,orco .Jones 
and I'Jana Trimble both received 
first place ribbons in the 
Hereford elass, and Theresa La 
Maitro and Dcena Smith both 
placetl tliird in other classes. The 
Saanich Peninsual club was third 
in overall placings,
Torro Negro Farms of Sidney 
look a number of prizes in 
Aberdeen Angus competitions
fifth for female born 1972; 
seventh for female born January 
1 to April 30, 1973; and thirteenth 
for bull born between January 1 
and April 30, 1973.
The local breeders also showed 
the senior and grand champion 
females.
:5-ring binders, refills, pencils, pens, math sets — just about 
everything your ehildren will need for new school terms are 
here in Raton's handy Rack-lo-School shop on the lower main 
floor. Use your Katon’s account card, the last word In 
shopping convenience ... and remember, Raton's is open!l:3(J
a.m. to 9:00 p.m. Thursday and Friday.
J.R. Britton of Sidney placed 
third in the competition for 
lemales born in 1972 with his cow 
(Hen Walmere of Dogwood Acres,
Store Information 382-7141
,villi fir.st.s lor ft.'iiuilc born liet-
PoL For GRADES 14
DISCOUNTS 
ON SCHOOL
ORDERS OF '5" OR OVER 





’’COME IN AND HAVE A FIT"
fWWi, . ',5'i
2475 Beacon 656-4724




Plans for a neighbourhood pub 
at the Prairie Inn are moving 
along, Bev Harper proprietress 
told The Review Monday.
Harper said a designer' had 
been in and had drawn up 
preliminary set of plans 
Renovations will begin 
and the proper application!^ 
and submissions will be foi 
warded to the liquor control 
board.
Application will also be mad'' 
to Central Saanich council at tho 
appropriate time, she said,
Five School Board Employees To Disclose Holdings
Five Saanich Peninsula School 
Board employees will be forced 
to disclose their holdings despile 
objections of two board mem­
bers, it was decided Monday.
Chairman Rubymay Parrott 
said, “It is the prerogative of the 
board to ask any senior officials 
to’ disclose their holdings” and 
added it would mean e.xtra 
protection for board members if 
such officials, who might be in a 
position to gain financially or 
personally in their dealings with 
the board, make their assets 
known.
Such information given by 
senior employees would not be 
made public but would be kept on 
file for reference if the need 
arises, she said.
Senior officials specified were: 
District Superintendent Eric 
Lewis, Secretary-Treasurer Ross 
Ingram. Director of Instruction
Bob Taylor, Building Superin-' 
tendent Bryan Shaw and School 
Board Accountant Muriel Knott.
Trustee Lois Walsh said she 
“strongly objected” to the public 
Disclosures Act and she couldn’t 
see any point "in dragging others 
into it".
Trustee Jack Armstrong 
disagreed saying “it is lor the 
protection of the elected body.
“If anything ever happened we 
are responsible.” he said, 
i “Why not include the ad­
ministration of the schools 
then?” retorted Walsh.
, She added the whole thing was 
going too far and this was just one 
step further.
The motion to require senior 
staff to disclose their holdings 
'was passed over the objections of 
Walsh and Trustee Walter 
Tangye. with Parrott casting the
deciding vote. Trustees Norma 
Sealey and Dr. Ron Tinney were 
not present at the meeting.
Meanwhile, Sidney council 
barely passed a motion not to 
make any municipal employees 
file disclosure papers.
Aldermen Ross Martin, Pat 
Merrett and Wilkie Gardner were 




A shower was held Aug. Hi at 
the home of Mr. and Mrs. J. D. 
Holloway, 7068 East Saanich Rd,, 
in honour of Miss Melanie Sutton.
Miss Sutton was presented a 
pink corsage and a fancy hat 
made from ribbons and bows 
taken from parcels. Her mother, 
Patricia Sutton, was given a 
yellow corsage.
Other guests were Lyn Salyn 
and Jo-Ellen Lind, the groom’s 
sisters. Mabel Michell, Violet 
Hakin, RuthScriven. Iris Kersey. 
Doris Bickford, ’Dorita Grant, 
*^Nan Palin, June Palin. Belly 
Ruff. Margaret Kidd. Debbie 
McDonald, Kathy Redecopp. 
Jean Redecopp. Edith Faulkner. 
Daphne Chazottes. Audrey 
Boone, Joanne Hayes, Louise 
Chazolles. Jinny Kidd, Laura 
Wooci. and .Martha Peace.
Some rather inconsiderate 
nincompoop dumped a pile of 
garbage on the municipal 
parking lot behind Island F\ir- 
niture Marl.
BOWLERS
Now is the time loplaii lor tlie niT l-T.t season
( ALL YOUR TEAM CAPTAINS NOW” 
I.KAGl’K I5(»WI,1NG liKGINS SEPT. !»
YOU CAN UNITE
YOUR PAYMENTS 
and reduce '/our monthly pay­
ment to as little as $99.36 
per month. Your home, paid 
for or not is your secur­
ity. Your mortgage is ai'- 
ranged for confidentially 
in the privacy of your 
home.
B.ased on the 
Average family’s 




Mon. 7-9 pm 
Tue. 7-9 pm 
Tue 9-11 pm 
Wed. 9,:K) am- 
ll.:i0 am
I Wed. 7-9 pm 


























pa y m on ts.. lea V i ng
verv little cash on hand.
NEW LEAGUES NOW BEING P’ORMED. SELECT A TIME 
— WE’LL HELP YOU GET STARTED
Wednesday - 9-11pm 
Friday-7-9 —9-11 p.m.
* Figures based on 
interest of 1 to IV2 
percent per month 
on the ■ unpaid 
batarice amoritized 
over 12 years with a , 
4-year term. Shorter 
term loans always 
. available.,
Ste! 100, 895 Fort StT Victoria, B.c. 880-8457
Kor your comfort ami pleasure the bowling alleys m e being
refurtiished. New pins and nibliers - ventilators • children s












DAY CARE AND KINDERGARTENI
REGISTERING MOW
For September 4th Opening
Give Your Child These Advantages;
■Full pre-school program under the supemsion of qualified personnel.
-A chance to grow physically, emotionally and socially with other children his own age.
-An environment where individual learning is stressed 
■Day care for working mothers 
with' teachers' who ,CAR£.': :■,/
^:B8i9:V5th:;sti':yTi
Pleas® ;Ca!lL.;'':\:vu 








1973 CELICA 4 Spd.
l‘)73 CORONA MK 11 Wgn,
Auto., P.B. & P.S.
1972 LTD 2 Dr. H.T., Auto., B & 
S Brougham
1972 ALFA BERUINA 5-Spd;
1971 PONTIAC CATALINA 4- 
Dr.^H.T.,
1971 VEGA HATCHBACK, Auto. 
1907 RAMBLER, 4-Dr. Sdn., 3 
speed.
1904 FAIRLANE 2 Dr. H.T., 
Auto., P.B. & P.S,
TROCKS
1974 SUBURBAN SIERRA 
(IRANDE Auto., P:B. & P.S., 9
't .
i'vV' ■*'4
1974 GMC % T. SIERRA 
GRANDE Camper Special, 
Aulo:, P.B. & P.S.
1973 GMC Custom V« T., Auto;,
■P.B. &'P.s.:v''
1072 '.GMC; .%:
grande Aut., & P.S. 
1972 CHEV Vli T. «t Canopy 
1972 FORD Van, V'8, Auto. 




Itp HIC W T. . 4-Spd'
I 'J'; >
9
Loriit* AlarKiu'el lhHtvoHl with tiudr new G.1:, V. 
Safety, comfort and cconoivD’ It” Htrong polntN Raid Lorne.
INIPORT TRUCKS
I973 HILUX PU, Long Box, 
Auto., Bucket SeatJJ.
1973 HI LUX PU 4-Spd.
1972 MAZDA PU 4«Spd.? 
1071 DAT8UN PU 4-Spd 








» 2(HKl cc Double Cam Engine 
« Deluxe Family Interior
• .Safety Features Throughout
• Remarkable Road Holding
• Reliahle High Performance.
• Deluxe Radio and Speaker System.
Convo«,l7'




1073 22’ CITATION HlUNER 
MOTOR HOME Complete, 
Auto., P.B. & P.S,
1972 VOLKSWAGEN WEST-
FALIA'.: ■" ■■■
1071 22’ FORD Motor Home 
IMO 11’ SHASTA Trailer , , 
_,11HW' DODGE' I TOU;
‘Camper.
METRO ALFA ROMEO SALES ’
650-4311 BODYSHOP SERVICE 386-3516 02,1 «r»t.
' ‘V ,!.v, r!,1*.. j.'
Published at Sidney, Vancouver Island, 
Every Wednesday




general MANAGER-George Manning 
• editor—Bruce Obee 
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Pat Manning, Joshua Perimutter 
' advertising —Ben Hircock
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Renaming
so MAWV HQM50WMBRS SSSM PBTPR^MMED TO COMCBAL THEIR 
HOUSE numbers — THOUGHT THEY MIGHT BE INTERESTED IN 
A FElAi \aJAVS TO ENSURE THAT POLICE OR FIRE PEPACTMENTS
can find them in case of a real emergency..-.
It’s the silly season again. And nothing that ha.s 
happened in recent weeks is more indicative of this 
annual pehnomenom than the current suggestion to
rename North Saanich municipality. ...
Apparently a creature of the sun-baked imagination ot 
assorted gullible newsmen, the idea would normally
excite little emotion other than derision.
It does so now for probably the same reason that 
brought it into being; late summer is the doldrums o' 
any passage through the news year.
As politicians run short of getting ideas to put their 
names in the news; and as reporters find a dearth ol 
truly newsworthy items to report; so too do editorial 
w'riters find they must dig deep for even the meagrest oi
issues on which to render comment. _ i
And meager is an apt description indeed for this latest
hit of official foolery. .
It takes little consideration to realize the implications
of such a move, were it ever taken seriously. ^
The cost alone of changing road signs, maps, official 
stationery and various bits of official documentation 
would be enormous ^ to say nothing of the wasted 
newsprint and air tirne that w^^ inevitably be con 
suhied in debate first on whether to change, and then 
what to change it to. , j
This latter type of useless consumption has already 
swung iritb full gear in but of town newspaper reports 
■ bhthe vi^ekend -^ witha former North Saanich politician 
(who ought by now to know better than to lend his name 
to such space-filling tactics) seriously offering reasons
Presumably more of the same will be forthcoming 
during the next few days, followed by a rapid decline in 
interest as the countryside returns to business as usual
in September.,
»Flip- Ffop'^ hous€ numb&r ~~
ni4>nb&r on one Side) of her ^/de cpmourJei^eoi
fo blend Mcth sfuoco, u>oodj Floo^-
fi§ht otMtof^afic^/fv conges on oubeh 
bide IS eicposec^.
What Happened To 





"MoisSB codb'* fyieih^d^ rel(f on
, "Mdnsef & GreUi "method -coHs 
laying d'tran'' -from PolFce^ 
FtVc Oefortmeht*!^ -h youn
house --'h* be -foHoused only 
cose of emergency!
cy Mnits Fihdihg the ntoper- street^ a.
dtF-ficotIt - enough t^€kl]--'fhen seeing
homeooofier's Frontio Si^nolhh^ .
9e<p\€y'fl
'oi/ersfotfh^ the obufous -ZV; 
ht^ve Small and- (/fSib/€
house numbor - - ieP -firemeh tt> hook
, fit- the hoofse' Oft} -fit-e ...then ihmu) 
(SpsoHne, a/f auerYfte place to make 
)t... "more obu/ous
With the stamp of approval given the location by 
Sidney Council, only Liquor Control Board permission 
must be obtained before the area’s first neighbourhood 
pub becomes a reality at Van Isle Marina.
- The location, like the pub concept itself, is a good one.
Overlooking the water in a small tidy building, the pub 
will bI witWn convenient walking distance of a large 
number of the town’s residents — many of whom will 
Purely welcpmb thb^^p to quaff an ale and sing
a song in surroundings more aesthetically pleasing than 
the traditional B.C;; beer partou
Localized opposition to the pub from some Lome- 
bwners in the area is to; be expected -— and to some 
dbgree to be sympathized with — but a pub for Sidney is 
a good idea, and ^^ i must, after all, be located 
^v'soniewhere."^^^'
The Van Isle Nte seems a wise choice.
Crossings
Next week, school crossing patrols will again be in 
operation, school buses will be wending their way along 
peninsula roadways and hundreds of youngsters will be 
travelling to and froih district schools on foot and by
Both children and automobile driver have had two 
monks’ vacation from the particular traffic problems 
associated with the movement of large numbers of 
students, and both groups would be wise to consider the 
special care that must be taken to avoid tragedy.
OBITUARIES
In SIdnoy* B.C: on August 19, 
1974, Mrs. boah Conet-y, aged ft?
; . years. Born In Bolfosir Norlhcrn 
Ireland, irealdlng at 9IU19 Seventh 
; Street, She leaves her loving 
liushhhd, Claude Cm at homo, 
daughter, Mrs^ William M. 
(Sybil) Wilson, South: Pender 
l8lund, B,C., Bister, Mrs. Mirui 
Uonaud, Comox, B.C., brother. 
:Joe AmRtrong, Sidney, B,C , 
also relatlvos In Ireland. The late 
Mrs, Conery was a momber of St, 
.John Ambulance.
Service was hold In the Sands 
Funeral Clinpel of Hoses, Sidney. 
B.C., on Thursday, August 22, 
1074 atl iOOp.m, Rev, H.ll. Pratt 
(rfficlaUng. Cremation,
\ 'BOB ,
In Victoria, B.C, on August 
2lst, 1974, Mr. Robert Bob, aged 
Sfl years, born In Cole Bay, B.C. 
n© loaves Ws brothers, Abraham 
Bob, Cole Bay, B.C., Wikon Boh, 
Nanooso, B.C, and Stanley 
JIamoB, Nanaimo, B.C.; sifilens, 
Mra. .lane Paters, IJcluelet, B.C, 
T and Mrs. Agmni Page, buiican, 
B.C.; nlacws, nepliews, grand 
; nioces and grand nophows, 
eniisins. and aunt Matiel Jackson 
of LaPush, Washingum.
I’raycre,' were:'offered,, in „Uw 
$iiiid« Funeral Ctuuiel of Roses
„, B.C, on Sunday, August 
2;ith, 1074 at «:!50 p.rn, Ma.ss wa.s 
eelcbrnted in Our lauly of Tlib 
AiiBumptlon Church, West 
Saanich Hoad on Monday, August 
20th. 1074 at 10:00 a.m. Rev, 
Pa Iher William Mudge eelebraid, 
Inlerment In Cole Bay Cemotery.
Silver Threads News 
In The Review
Thursday. 0 a.m, ■ Centre 
open; 10 a.rn, • Weaving; i p,m,
Bridge; Crib at 7 p.m.
Friday: 0 a.m. - (kntre open; 2 
p.m. • .Incko; 7 p,m. • F,veiling 
(’nrd,s.
Saturday: l to 4 p.m. -■ Open 
for Orop-ins
Monday: CENTUK CLOSED ’■■■ 
I.A110UH DAY
Tuesday. 0 a,in. — Centre 
open: in .o rn Art Room open for 
ixilnting; 1.15 p.m. — Whist,
Wednesday: 0 a.m, * Centre 
Open; 10 a.m, - Novelties; NOON
Editor. The Review, Sir:
J am writing in answer to an 
editorial of yours in last week’s 
.Review. ^
You acclaim Hugh Curtis in his 
attack on the NDP government 
and its socialistic aims. This is 
sufficient for your approval? ;
All I can say to'both you and 
Curtis, cion’t show your 
ignorance. What do either of you 
know about socialisin? \
It would seem you are satisfied 
with vituperation. Isn’t that wh^t 
it amounts to? Buddha had tlie 
word for it — in all charity 
There is a taint worse than all 
taints: arid: its;name is ignoran­
ce”. An act of kindness, Mr. 
Editor^ will be to show the ap­
proach Robert Blatchford made 
to such as you. “Dear Mr. Smith 
Blatchfbrd says — I am sorry 
to hear that you look upon 
Socialism as a base or foolish 
thing and upon Socialists as 
foolish or base men, 
“Nevertheless, since in you lies 
the hope of the world, I shall try 
to change your opinion;
“Now, Mr. Smith, if you arc 
really a man of hard, shrewd 
sense, we ought to get on very 
well. I am myself a plain prac­
tical man. 1 build my lioliefs upon 
that whichl see and know, and 1 
respect a ‘fact’ more than a Lord 
Mayor.
'In these letters 1 shall stick to 
liard facts and cold reason; ami 1 
shall appeal to that robust 
eommon sense and Englisli love 
of fair play for which, 1 uiv 
derslaiid, you are more famous 
than for your nlulily to see 
lioyoiid the end of your tree aiul 
independent nose at eleellon 
times”.
Can you resist it, 1
couldn't.
Sevonly years ago I road 
Merrie England, heeunu! a 
siKdalist, (iespite all lilame iind 
slander have lu'en one ever sliieo, 
Upon the presentation ot 
Kiwialism,' it lieeomes tliereiiHer 
a nialler of inleiligenei'. Could I 
(|UOte \V.11,Davis, you know, ilie 
Super Tramp? Better known for 
his “What is llle, if, full oi ciire, 
We have no time to slaild and 
stare?” What I wisli lo (luoli';
"If Ijiave appeared ignoriint of 
certain matters I claim exeeplion 
from sin Ihrmigli a lack of 
prejiidlee vvhieli is. tifter all,Hie 
only ignorance that can be 
honeslly named with sin,"
Shall we take if from tlu’i’c? 
F.A.Thnrnley,
seventy per cent of the eligible 
voters of British Columbia; did 
not vote for that strange assort­
ment of socialist fellow 
travellers, and exotic advisers, 
now camped in Victoria.
We in this exceedingly for­
tunate province, very badly need 
a government which will 
represent tha interests of all the 
people: the minorities, and most 
certainly the intelligent majority . ^ 
It is of paramount inaportance, 
that all member of those parties, 
who do not share the philosophy 
of the NDP government, co­
ordinate their opposition, to that 
governm.ent.
“Ve; have iri British Columbia 
too many political parties, and 
too many politicians heading 
those parties, interested in little 
empires.
The philosophies of the Social 
Credit Party, and the 
progressive Conservative party, 
arc not sufficiently different, to 
justify two parties, and should 
unite under one leader, and one 
eixsting name.
Party loyalty is not involved: 
the labels mean nothing: We are 
fighting a common enemy, and 
that enemy is International 
Socialism.
Some of our oppo,silion party 
heads are displaying foresight 
and considerable courage, 
necessary to load the way into co- 
ordinatoci opposition, to our 
socialist masters; others, I 
believe, will join them.
I'liey deserve and must be 
given every support, liy tho in­
telligent majority of the eloe- 
tor.'ile who rejected David 
Barrett’s socialism.
I am, Yours Truly,
I lerliert Shield, 
iciii l.ands End ild.
who decided on this. I suggest all 
this can be brought to light if 
citizens do not quietly accept it. I 
have found recently in a volume 
on citizenship that among other 
things, letters to the Editor of 
your paper and participation in 
the arguments on “hot lines” are 
considered the marks of a good 
citizen;.
Come on folks — if you don’t 
like that parking you’d better 
:sourid 6ff!:v:
Alice B. Wallace. :
Editor, The Review, Sir:
Recerit criticism of the Public 
Disclosures Act has revealed 
much about the position of the
critics; Those who argue that no 
legislation can create honesty are 
correct but also irrelevant. That 
is not the point. The purpose of 
the legislation is not to make 
angels but to help identify public 
officials who are abusing the 
public interest.
The Watergate scandal has 
made it clear that many public 
officials are unwilling or unable 
to see even the most blatant 
conflict of interest situations. As 
a result, we, the public, can only 
protect our interests by bringing 
poteritial conflietS of interest into 
the open. Det the; public be the 
judges!^;:;;“,.;;:5;:
Continued on Page 5 : •
inder' an imriiense stack of old 
md yellow'ing magazines in the 
cluttered window of a second- 
liand book store, bull recognized 
it as surely as if it had called out 
to me. Maybe it did call out to me.
It was in terrible shape. Its 
i.'overs had gone. The thumbed 
jiages were a tan color on the 
outside, a sick ivory inside. I 
knew that through the book there 
would be corners of pages bent 
over where happy readers of an 
earlier day had “marked their 
place".
From the sidewalk where I 
stood it was impossible to see the 
title, 'out that didn’t matter. 1 
went in to the store and told tho 
proprietor, a man as old and 
laded as the books about him. 
that I wanted that one at the 
bottom of the pile. He rescued it 
with much grumbling. “Two 
hits", he said. No inflation there.
I thanked the old man and went 
out into the street and turned to 
the first page. “Frank 
Merriwell’s Shrewdness, or 
j Brain and Brawn,” it said, “by 
I Burt L. Standish, author of the 
I famous Merriwell Stories.” The 
I publishing date was 1900. 
i When I took the book to bed 
with me my wife gave me the 
arched eyebrows treatment. I 
explained airily that I had just 
reached my second childhood. A 
woman could never understand 
what re-discovering Frank 
Merriwell could mean to a man 
after 30-odd years. “
Oddly enough, it didn’t turn out 
to mean all that much. For the 
first couple of chapters I was 
alternately amused and 
nostalgic. On Page 60 when 
Frank was surrounded by an ugly 
mob and was asked who he was, 
he squared his shoulders and 
answered in ringing tones, “I am 
Frank Merriwell of Yale, captain 
of the Yale football eleven that 
lias come here to play Princeton 
in the big game today!” There 
was a great murmur and 
respectful falling back by the 
.crewd;':'';;: "r'v
I was a little annoyed with 
myself that I laughed aloud TaV 
this point Thirty years agp thatV 
line Would ha ve filled me with: 
deep emotion; Now I could only,;
laugh.
I must confess r was amused, 
too, on Page 82 when Frank, after 
getting up fro™ Iris death-bed, 
had kicked the winning goal for 
Yale. It was quite a kick. There 
was a wind of almost hurricane 
proportions. Frank had had to 
kick AWAY from the goal posts to 
score!
“Such a kick for goal has 
seldom been seen on any field,” 
so the narrative went. “The time­
keeper’s whistle blew, but the 
ball was over and beyond the 
goal-posts before the blast cut the 
air and Frank Merriwell’s kick 
had won the game for Yale in the 
very last second of the time 
remaining before the game of the
second half of the game!”
Thirty years ago it would have 
been the most natural thing in the 
world, expected, eagerly an­
ticipated, yet as exciting as 
anything that ever happened and 
causing an internal whoop for 
joy.
I didn’t get through the bo<^. 
Some of the pages were missing. 
Others were covered with what I 
am sure is some early vintage 
bubble gum. And, anyway, Mr. 
Standish, God rest his soul, was 
not exactly what you’d call a 
great writer. Or, at least, not by 
the jaundiced, weary standards . 
of an adult.
But when I’d put the bode 
gently down I lay back, staring at 
the ceiling, wondering what had 
happened to me in those three 
decades.
The boy has something I 
was thinking, that the adult can 
use. That is the ability to believe 
in miracles, the pure, burning 
faith in his fellow mian.
I wish!had more of that in me 
as I had when I first read this 
book. I wish I knew a man like 
Frank Merriwell that I could 
believe in to the core of me. I wish 
I had the magnificent confidence 
that the goal could be kicked 
against the wind of the hurricane 
in the last second of every game.
What happened to that fierce 
young faith? Where did the hard 
and clear belief in miracles 
disappear? I looked at iriy wife 
and sa id, truthfully, ‘ ‘You won’t 
believe it; but; this is the most 







8.00 a.m. Holy Communion
11.00 a.m. “Morning Prayei*
Rev. W. Dobson 652-3860
Peace Lutheran Church 
2295 Weller Ave.
Anglican Church of Canada














9:00 a.m. Service at
First Memorial Clxipel 
4725 Fa la iso Cros. Boynl Oak
Rev. Ivan H. Futter 
■ 652-2812












9182 E. Saanich ltd. 
Ilov. E.C, Harper
: llulDimtu, I 'Mali Jiiiig,
7 p.m;?- Band Praclise.
DAILY; l.unchctt, teas, cards, 
horseshouii, slnifflcboitrd, etc, 
Sjiccial Hot DhUiCi every Wwl 
riesday noon, HoKistnitionM lieing 
taken lor Fall Arbt and Cralla 
which will skirl .Sept, fith,
Editor. The Hevlew. Sir:
The World is dot linaleil by 
minority governinont.s, uiiiially 
socialifil; representing the 
opinions, or more ^ 
prejiidlee; of even sniuller 
niinorltles.
'I'iUH stale ol alUiu'.s is. tiiinany 
casoH, due to tlie existence W 
many unnvordiiiiited opiuisition 
parlies
Duo essentially to these facts. 
Hritiidi Colnmliintw sinci' tlin last 
provinelal eleetion. liave eiifoyed 
(he very (lonlilfiil ideasiin*. oi 
Premier David Barren Jtinl ids 
soeiallsl' regime,,
Tlie inteiilgent inaJnriD
Editor. The Heview. Sir;
It is posidlile Hint a niiinber of 
peojile living in lids area foiind 
Beaeoii Avenue Jusl too liad .o 
drive on lietween Fonrtli and 
FilTli Sireel.s, Onoe it has lieen 
repaired We got news that we; 
iniisl park parallel in the future, 
Itiglil in front of the iiiediciil 
huilding where great numhers of 
oilier ones nuisi park anti many 
younger ones with arthriti.s must 
alsoeraiie (heir necks, ivViSt their 
spine and olliorwise call on great 
lame siHtfs 10 see liehliid them­
selves and park in lliis ancient 
manner tosatisfy the powers that 
,be,
Someoiu' told me that 
provineial government insisted 
on tliis Iteeaiise part ol llie east 
was paid liy that gmernmeni 
Verv likely then tliere was no real 
careful liilnking as to just what 
paraili‘1 parking means. It almo.sl 
equals the warping in of a 
Sieamsliip Tiiis affairshonld eoll 
upon all edizeris w ho do not agree 
to it. !(»liuiUe lltemselves hiuird. 
It readiuls me of the old 
iredltHiv wn leavl lo 
liave in fhe stdi* ol Hie po:d office 
'Mitldiag, istiildenly one tlay. it 
a;;v ttaiveit up the hack stairs 
re etw and all eniitd etimh tip 
and down 1 liuve lielped numbers 
, :»i‘ i I '.pfili'd .md feeble old |v:'0|ile 
I qp i'.ad liewu and unndered just
Sunday SeiiiKil 9:45 0,111, 
11; 00 a. m, Morning Worsliip
Evangeli.slic Service 7:00 p.m, 
Tuesday?
Bible Slndy and Prayer 








Rost Haven Drive, Sidney 
SERVICES
9:30 a.m. Saturd ay Study
11:00 a.m. Worship
7:30 p.m, Wednesday Prayer 
all ARE WELCOME 









prflyor ft. Praise Wwlncspay BiOOp.ff, 










Mnisionaries lo Nigeria 
7.00 p,m. ’‘Wisdom Tow,iird 
Men. and Wisdom Toward 
God." ■
Wednesday,
troop.m. Ullile .Study and
Prayer
9925 FIFTH STRI;ET 
650-3544 SIDNEY, B.C. 656-1517
Pastor: Dnnnv UoblnHon 
is a fellowship of hclievera 
under the Lorviship of Jesus 
Christ having clwen lo follo'v 
the leaL'hlngs of Christ,, 
desiring to know in depth the 
Word of Ciod. Onr supreme 
desire Is to know Christ and to 
be conformed into His image 
l;)y the power of the Holy
Spirit, „ , .
Sunday
Sumlay Sehool iO:(K)i:i.m. 
Morning Worship 11:90n.m. 
Evening Praise 7:06 p, m.
Tuesday
Prayer Meeting 7:30 p.m.
Wednesday
Sunday, Sept. 1st 
HOLY TRINITY
8.00 a.m, Holy Communion
10.00 a.m, Family Service 
ST. ANDREW’S CHURCH
2 Blocks S, of Beacon
8.00 a.m. Holy Communion 
11.15 a.m. Choral Communion 
Sunday School Registration 
September (1,1974 at the Main 
.Service,
are an appreciated mark of respect 
used exclusively for research, arrd 
should be taken, or mailed to 857 
Caledonia Avenue, Victoria. Cards are 
sent to the bereaved and an official 
receipt Issued to the donor.
SAANICH PENINSULA 
CATHOLIC PARISH
Rev. R, Cunningliam 
652-1909
OUR LADY OF THE 
ASSUMPTION 
7726 W. Saanich Road 
Saturday Mass 8 p.m.




9:.30 a.m. The Ikird’a .Supper 
11:00 a.m. Family Bible 
Hour rind Sunday SchtKil
ST. ELIZABETH’S CHURCH 
10030 Third St, Sidney 
Sunday Masses: io,15
& 11,15 a.m., 
Weekday Masses 
Tuesday to Friday 9:00 a.m,
7:00 p.m. Kveninif Service
WcdncRday
8 p.m. Prayer & Bible Study
Jesus said
“I am the Light of the World'
United Church 
of Canada
SIDNEY AND NORTH 
SAANICH
Rev. n, Hori Pratt 
Church Office • 660-321,3 
Manse. 656-1930
ST. JOHN’.S AND 8T. PAUIV8 







Vour »l*( cnmmuiiity €liiinol«; In- 
ftepi'nili'hl rninlly Ownwl and Con- 
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Bible Study : 30 p.m. 1
n«v..John M, Wood, B.A. 
Church Office 052-2713 
Manse 652-11748
.SHADY CREEK, 7180 East 
Ganich Hoad
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THE REVIEW
Page 5
Letters to the Editor
Continued from^-Page 4
If that is too much for some 
real estate sharpies and 
businessmen on council, good 
riddance. The days are past when 
elected officials can reap ego­
boosting publicity without 
tolerating public scrutiny of their 
finances.
Such political dinosaurs will 
quickly find that the working 
people of this province can fill 
more than adequately any 
positions they may vacate. 
Sincerely,
Graham Farstad 
24 - 10070 Fifth St.
the corner grocer hospital with a 
bullet in his head. As for 
beautifying my environment, I 
hope it will include free hatpins 
for when I take a walk downtown 
at night. As for having me^lieve I 
that I live in a “^ppjes” 
paradise - how come I ani^ sud­
denly made aware of my 
“poverty level living?” No, don’t i 
tell me. Santa has to increase his 
salary again; the elves have 
another gun at his head and 
Rudolf the Red Nosed Reindeer 





Editor. The Review, Sir:
Pardon me if I don’t buy the 
dialectics of The Peoples 
Republic of British Columbia 
I’m still hung up on the “par­
ticipatory democracy” of getting 
an answer to my letters on why I 
can’t get past that robot who sits 
at the end of my representative’s 
telephone. I’m still stuck with the 
“old fashioned” idea that work 
means something more than a 
four letter word. I still suffer the 
notion that governments are 
elected to serve the people in­
stead of donning the Santa Claus 
suit to distribute “free” goodies 
before sending the bill to the 
taxpayer!
Pardon me if I’m not turned on 
by being dubbed a “common 
man” when I’ve worked a 
lifetime in order to be an “un­
common man”. Come to think of 
it, I resent being “secured” 
from the cradle to the grave with^ 
my own m.oney.. If “security” 
were the be all and end all of my 
existence, I can get that in any 
jail on insane asylum! So thanks, 
but no thanks. I’ll keep my 
feathers arid fly.
Pardon me if I don’t bleed for 
the “civil rights” of the punk and 
the pusher. I’m too busy bleeding 
for the “civil wrongs” that p;
Editor. The Review, Sir:
I wish to respectfully call to 
your attention the deplorable 
state of contamination that exists 
in the Sea of Galilee. Many times 
we fishermen don’t catch 
anything. In fact, the pollution is 
so bad that somebody could 




A number of unidentified parks 
around the Towji will soon be 
officially named.
Sidney Aid. Pat Merrett said 
local historian Bea Bond has been 
researching pioneer families and 
ships which arrived in Sidney 
during the late 1800s and the 
names will be used for local 
parks.
Peninsula People
Thirteen year old Kathy Evans. 971 Bradley Dyne Road. Sidney, and 
Roddy Chow, 12, 546 R‘i)seridge Place, Victoria, are attending the Bill 
Russell Summer Basketball Camp in Port Angeles from August 25th, 
to August 31st, after winning the contest sponsored by Radio Station 
,CFAX to send one girl and one boy, ages 11 - 18, to this camp. Ihe 
"Seattle Super Sonics Basketball team is holding its training camp in 
' Port Angeles this week.
Recent guests at the home of Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Ramsay. Mt. 
Newton Cross Road, have been .Al and Isia Graham, Gimli, Man; Mr. 
and Mrs. Ben Reece. 11. R. l.awson. Mrs. Olga Stephenson all of 
. Victoria; and their son-in-law and daughter, Mr. and Mrs, .Vilen 
i-VViitsev of Moline. Man. ___
Prices Effective
Aug. 28 - 31
In your Friendly 
Sidney Safeway Store
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Real Estate .lOllN BRUCE SIDNEY 
REALTY
How Niuch House 
Gan You Afford?
ONE OF THE MANY blackberry pickers to be seen 
along peninsula roadsides, Mrs. J. L. Cun iff, 9344 
Maryland Dr. had little difficulty filling her pail on West 
Saanich near Pat Bay. 
Resthaven Park’s name will be 
unchanged, she s'aid but west 
Bowerbank will be called Rath- 
down Park and east Bowerbank 
will be named Beaver Park.
There are about three or four 
other parks, all between one-half 
and two acres, yet to be named, 
Merrett added.
Native Indian Girk ’ 
Softball Team Wins All
At the B. C. All Native Softball 
Tournament held in Kamloops 
last weekend girls from the East 
Saanich reserve walked away 
with the trophy, winning all five 
games.
It might well have been known 
a the “underwood team” for 
players were: Mvais, Gina, Lisa, 
and Diana, daughters of Mr. and 
Mrs. George Underwod, Marion 
and Joan, daughters of Mr.and 
Mrs. Harry Underwood, Cathy 
and Stella^ daughters of Mr. and 
Mrs. Lewis Underwood, and 
Vivian Hermsen formerly an 
Underwood. Also onthe team was 
. Ellen Roy, Pam Elliott of West 
Saanich reserve and Deanra 
paniels of Coles: y^ay:
Mrs. Geraldine Underv'ood, said , 
the girls had done it virtually on 
their own practicing without a 
coach.
They had been defeated by a 
Nanaimo team in a play-off but 
as two teams were represented 
from each zone they had another 
chance.
There is no substitute for an honest accounting of your 
financial situation when you answer this question so be frank 
and open about it from the beginning.
If it is done wisely, with all your money responsibilties in 
view, purchasing a home can prove a personal blessing and 
one of the best of all investments.
This is the kind of transaction a responsible Realtor aims for
and yon can help him come up with the right property for you
by being frank with him.
What amount of monthly mortgage payments will your 
income allow? How much down payment can you make? 
Have you taken into account the taxes, utilities and other 
costs of ownership? These are answers your Realtor needs to 
give you his best counsel.
Young couples whose desires outreach their financial 
capabilities must guard against getting involved in excessive 
secondary financing at high interest rates or with repayment
in full when they are not likely to have the cash.
Seek a Realtor in whom you can put your Condifence and 
explain your situation fully to him. It is a good beginning 
toward a happy ending.
■ ’Teams cairie from all over B-t
■to compete in the tournament 
A spokesirian for the team.
AfiiWQl Foil Exhibition
All persons should be aware that as a result of changes by Oidei 
in Council, No. 2676 August 15, 1974 the Regulations of the 
Litter Act of British Columbia now require that;
1868-1974
vancouvbb'IMAWd, bxj..
1 As of November 1, 1974, the refund, payable by sellers of carbonated 
beverages, or drinks, when the empty container (l)ottle, can, etc.) is 
deliveted up by the purchaser to the seller, is increased from 291 per 
container to .S?; per container of 16 fluid ounce capacity or less, and 10^ 
for containers of more than 16 hut less than 40 tluid ounc e <.af)ac ily,
2 Metal containers so designed and constructed that any part of the 
container is detached in opening the container without the aid of a 
caivoponer are exempled from the increase in refund, rind will continue li)
be refundable at 291 per container, (commonly referred to as ' /'ip-iop':,
’■ ''pnp"(op”;etc), ^
3 As of November 1,1974 no person shall sell, for the purpose of resale, any 
beer, ale, cider, carbonated bevc'rag(?s or drinks, iri metal containers so 
designed and constructed that any part of the container is rleiat her! in 
opening tho container without the aid of a can-opener,
(e.g, —■ no wholesaler shall sell to a retailer),
4 As of January 1,1975 no [lerson shall sell any b(X>r, ale, cider, carbonated 
beverages, or drinks in metal containers so designed and constructed that 
any part of the container is detached in opening the container without the 
aid of'a can-opener,
(e g. — no retailer shall sell to a consumer).
Any inquirios rogarHing )hr' I'itfor Art and 
directed to;
ilalions may be BUSES
Fro© Bus Survk© From Parking Lots on
UkRAKlMfcNi ,Uk* LANDS, LOHLSTS, AND WATER,RCSOURCt'S
WATER RESOURCES SERVICE 
inmUTION CONTROL BRANCH, VICTORIA, B.C.
Mt. Nowton X Roaitl ond B, Saanich Road.
Hams
Fletchers, Canada 
Packers or Olympic. 


















16 fl oz. Ctn.














1 lb. Bag .
Caiifornici
Whole lb.
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SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 63 (SAANICH)
SCHOOL BUS INFORMATION AND SCHEDULES for the School Year, 1974-75
SCHOOL BOARD POLICY — PUPIL TRANSPORTATION
School bus transportation, subject to available seating space, 
may be provided for;
Kindergarten - Pupils living 2 miles or more from the nearest 
elementary school in which a Kindergarten class has been 
established.
A.M. - Such pupils enrolled in the morning sessions will be 
transported lo school on the regular bus runs. However, as the 
numbers do not warrant a special run at noon, the parents of 
such pupils may apply for a transporlition allowance in lieu.
P.M. - The parents of such pupils enrolled in the afternoon 
sessions may apply for a transportation allowance in lieu of 
transportation to the afternoon sessions.
Pupils will be transported home on regular after school bus 
runs. The parents of a pupil living in an isolated area 2 miles 
or more from tho elementary school and for whom bus 
transportation cannot be provided, may apply for a tran­
sportation allowance.
Grade 1-3 - Pupils who live 2 miles or more from the nearest 
elementary school.
Grade 4-7 - Pupils who live 2'k miles or more from the nearest 
elementary school.
Grade 8-12 - Students who live 3 or more miles from the nearest 
secondary school.
Mileage distances are calculated by the most direct route on 
established roads or walk areas. The distance is computed 
from the home property access at the road to the entry at the 
school site.
SPKCIAL CLASSES have been established at Brentwood 
Elementary School. All pupils who will attend these classes 
have been advised.
The bus schedules for the morning runs only are as indicated. 
The afternoon runs in general will be the reverse of the
Pacific Commuter MORNING TRIPS 
Transporting students to:
DEEP COVE ELEMENTARY 
SIDNEY ELEMENTARY 
NORTH SAANICH SCHOOL 
PARKLAND SECONDARY 
Trip No. 1
PARKLAND SEC. 8. NORTH SAANICH SCHOOL 
Lv.Garage
Mills Sc West Saanich Rds.
Towner Park and West Saanich Rds.
Downey Sc West Saanich Rds.
DEEP COVE ELEMENTARY 
NORTH SAANICH SCHOOL 
Ar. PARKLAND SECONDARY 
Trip No. 2 '■
DEEP COVE ELEMENTARY 
Lv.McDonald Pk. Rd. Sc Pat Bay Hwy.
Pat Bay Hwy. Sc Lands End Rd. .
Lands End Rd. Sc West Saanich Rd.
Ar. DEEP COVE ELEMENTARY 
Trip No. 3






















Pacific Commuter - AFTERNOON TRIPS 
-Transporting Students from: /
DEEP COVE ELEMENTARY 
SIDNEY^ELEMENTARY v , : \
NORTH SAANICH SCHOOL 
PARKLANDSECONDARY 
Trip NoM .
DEEP COVE ELEMENTARY 
Lv. Garage V r ,
vDEEPCOVE ELEMENTARY 
Lands End Sc West Saanich Rds. 
i Lands End Rd. 8. Pat Bay Hwy. ; .
: Ar. McDonald Pk. Rd. Sc Pat Bay Hwy.
-::Trip;No.;:2':-v.■ ■-y 
NORTH SAANICH 8, PARKLAN D SECONDARY
■ Lv. NORTH SAANICH SCHOOL v r
■ J PAR KLAND SECON DARY^^.^^^^^ ^
4:;:;-West Saanich'ScMillsRdsv
y West Saanich Sc Towner Pk. Rd. 
y West Saanich Sc bowney Rds.
DEEP COVE ELEMENTARY 
Trip No. 3
eLv.NORTHSAAN ICH SCHOOL 
PARKLAND
Lands End Rd. Sc Pat Bay Hwy. ;; : - y 





















School Bus No. 1; Driver Mr. D. Doore -MORNING TRIPS 
Transporting Students to: v
■ yROYAL OAK JUNIOR SECONDARY 
yyELK LAKE ELEMENTARY
LORDOVA BAY ELEMENTARY 
' BEAVER LAKE ELEMENTARY 
PROSPECT LAKE ELEMENTARY 
CLAREMONT SENIOR SECONDARY *
’ Trip,'.No, 1 -
ROYAL OAK JR.SECONDARY :
Lv, Garage
Cordova Bay Elementary 
Ar. ROYALOAK JUNIOR SECONDARY ,
■ ■Trip No,'^2'^' ,
ELK LAKE Sc CORDOVA BAY ELEM.c ROYAL OAK JR. SEC,, 
CLAREMONT S|?, SEC.
Lv, Royal Oak Jr, Secondary 
Hamsterly Sc Sayward Rds.
ELK LAKE ELEMENTARY '
CORDOVA BAY ELEMENTARY 
Ha(lburton Sc Cordova Bay Rds.
Cordova Bay Sc Royal Oak Ave,
Ar. ROYAL OAK JR. SECONDARY 
Trip No. 3
PROSPECT LAKE ELEM. BEAVER LAKE & CLAREMONT SR. SEC, 
Lv, Royal Oak Junior Secondary 8:22a,m,
BEAVER LAKE ELEMENTARY 8:25a,m.
PROSPECTLAKE ELEMENTARY 8;31a.m
Jackson's Corner B;35a,m.
BEAVER LAKE ELEMENTARY a:37a.m.
Beaver Lake Store 8:30a,m.
PIpoline Sc Royal Oak Dr, 0:40a,m.
LOCHSIDE ELEMENTARY 8:45 a,m,








School Bus No, 1. Driver Mr. D, Doorc • AFTERNOON TRIPS 
TransportIng students from;
ROYAL OAK JUNIOR SECONDARY- 
ELK LAKE ELEMENTARY 
CORDOVA BAY ELEMENTARY 
BEAVER LAKE ELEMENTARY 
. PROSPECT LAKE ELEMENTARY 
CLAREMONT SENIOR SECONDARY 
■ Trip No.^ 1 '■■'
CORDOVA DAY ELEM,, ELK LAKE ELEM., BEAVER LAKE ELEM,, 
PROSPF.CT CAKE ELEM., ROYAU OAK JR, SEC,
Lv.Garage
CORDOVA BAY ELEMENTARY 
ELK LAKE ELEMENTARY 
Along Alderly tei Saywurd Rdi,
UpHwy.loOldEastRd. ,
Turn there and back to Fire Hall on Hamsteriey 
BFAVBR lake elementary 
PROSPECTLAKE ELEMENTARY 
BEAVER LAKE ELEMENTARY 
Ar, ROYALOAK JR.SEC.
;;Trlp No.
ROYAL OAK jR, SEC.
Lv. ROVAL OAK JR; 8EC. y 
"■.-'■ROYAL OAK-AVE, ■■'■
CORDOVA BAY SCHOOL '
CORDOVA BAY RO, TO HWY,
















Lv. Claromont Sr. Sec,
Ar, Royal Oak Jr. Soc,
Trip No. 4
ROYAL OAK JR. SRC.




Lv.CLAREMONT SR, SEC, 
Royal Oak Ave. 6 EIH Lake Dr, 
LOCHSIDE ELEMENTARY 















But Mo, 5'. cwlvcir Mr.c.-MadiM ■ 










PARKLAND SEC. 8. NORTH SAANICH SEC.
Lv.Garage 
Lochside 8. McTavish 
Lochside & Frost 
Lochside Sc Weller 
NORTH SAANICH SCHOOL 
Ar. PARKLAND SECONDARY 
Trip No. 2
MT. NEWTON SCHOOL. Special Class to BRENTWOOD 
Lv. PARKLANDSCHOOL 
Mt. Newton X Rd. Sc Lochside Dr,
Mt. Newton X Rd. 8, East Saanich 
MT.NEWTON JR. SECONDARY 














SAANICHTON ELEMENTARY, CLAREMONT SR. SECON 
Lv. BRENTWOOD ELEMENTARY 
Mt. Newton X Rd. Sc Lochside 
Ar. saanichton elementary 
Lv. Verdier Sc West Saanich Rds.
Wallacepr. Sc West Saanich .










Bus No. 2-Mr. C. Madill • AFTERNOON TRIP 
Transporting students from ; ■
PARKLAND SECONDARY 
NORTH SAANICH SCHOOL 
SAANICHTON ELEMENTARY 
MT. NEWTON JR. SECONDARY 
SPECIAL CLASS AT BRENTWOOD ELEM.
Trip No. 1
BRENTWOOD ELEM., SAANICHTON ELEM. 
SCHOOL' ■ '■' ',,y';
Lv. Garage ' ,
BRENTWOOD ELEMENTAR'Y 
SAANICHTON ELEMENTARY 
McTavish Rd;‘8c Lochside :
Lochside Sc Beacon ;
Ar. NORTH SAANICH SCHOOL- i 
■"'Trip''No-.'2’-
. NORTH SAANICH SCHOOL,-'PARKLAND SECONDARY 
Cv: NORTH SAANICH SCHOOL 
PARKLANDi'SCHOOL-".^y'.:;-''V-;.'-y;y^ , 
y.-y Lochside-.Sc Weiler,
,y y Lochside ScMcTavish
-y'Trip^Noys-.^-^"',-''--,
MOUNT NEWTON JR. SEC:
Lv.MOUNT NEWTON JR. SEC. y - 
East Saanich Rd. Sc Mt. Newton X. Rd. .
- Mt; Newton X Rd. 8, Lochside '
Michell's Farm
Martindaie Sc Hwy. ; ^
Welch Sc Martindale Rds.

























School Bus No. 3 - Driver Mr. W, Dorman - MORNINGTRIPS 
Transporting students to;
MT. NEWTON JR.SECONDARY 
CLAREMONT SR. SECONDARY
SPECIAL CLASSES STUDENTS TO BRENTWOOD ELEMENTARY 
Trip No, 1
MT. NEWTON JR. SECONDARY 
Lv. Garage 
Cole Bay Reserve 
Alec Road Sc West Saanich Rd.
Wallace Dr. Sc Mt. Newton X, Rd, (via Wallace Dr,'>
Ar.MT. NEWTON JR. SECONDARY 
Trip No. 2
BRENTWOOD ELEMENTARY 
Lv.Mt. Newton Jr. Sec.
Keating X Rd. Sc West Saanich Rd.
West Saanich Sc Durrance Rds.
Prospect Lake Store 
Sparton Sc Oldfield Rds.
MT.NEWTON JR, SEC.
Ar. BRENTWOOD ELEMENTARY 
Trip No. 3
PROSPECT LAKE ELEM., CLAREMONT SR, SEC,
Lv, West Saanich Rd. Sc Durrance Rd,
Prospect Lake Store 
Sparton 8c Oldfields Rds,
Oldfield 8, Hrookleigh Rds.













AFTERNOON TRIPSSchool Dos No, 3 - Driver Mr, W, Dorman 
Transporting students from:
MT, NEWTON JR. SECONDARY 
CLAREMONT SR. SECONDARY •
SPECIAL CLASS STUDENTS FROM BRENTWCTOO ELEM,
Trip No. 1 ' " ■ ■
SPECIAL CLASS (BRENTWOOD), DURRANCE ELEM., PROSPECT 




PROSPECT U/>iKE ELEMENTARY 
Old Wo»f Rd, Sc Sparton Rd,
BrookhavanScOldWeitRcH, y 
Old Wont Sc Wont Saanich Rdi,
Ar.MT,NEWTON JR.SEC,
.Trip No. 3 "■'■'■
MT, NEWTON JR, SECONDARY (Walinca Dr, Loop) 
Lv. Ml, Nowton Jr, Sflc.
West Saanich Rdc Sc Walloco Dr.
W.'iHaco Dr. ScMt, Nowton X, Ret,
Mt, Nowton X Rd, Sc w«»t Saanich Rd,
Ar.MT, NEWTON JR.SEC,
Trip No, 3
MT. NEWTON JR. sec, (Oldtiold Loop) ,,
Lv, Ml. Newton Jr, Sec,
Wo»t Saanich Sc Proipoct Lake Rd*.
Spiirtun & Oldfield Rd*.
Trip No. 4
CLAREMONT SR. SEC.
Lv, Claremont So, Soc,
Brooklelgn Rd, '
Prospect Lake Store ■ .
West Saanich S. Verdier Rd*. .





















But No. 4 ■ Drivnr Dale R. Stephimt. MORNING TRIPS 
Trahiporilng itudenti for 
NORTH S.'VANICH ,CHOOL 
PARKLAND SECONDARY
MCTAVISH ELEMCNTARV , ,
SANSBURY ELEMENTARY 
Trip No, t
to NORTH SAANICH SCHOOL, PARKLAND SECONDARY
Lv. Garaoo 
Gllian Manor Rd. Sc McTavish 




Ardmore (S) 8. West Saanich Rd.
Bradley Dyne 8. West Saanich 
Ardmore (N) 8. West Saanich 
Mills Rd. 8. West Saanich 
Ar. NORTH SAANICH SCHOOL 
PARKLAND 
Trip No. 2
SANSBURY ELEMENTARY, MCTAVISH ELEMENTARY. 
Lv. PARKLAND SECONDARY 
Mills 8. West Saanich Rd.
Ardmore (N ) 8. Saanich Rd,
Bradley Dyne 8. Saanich Rd.
Ardmore (S) & Saanich Rd.
McTavish 8. Saanich Rd.
McTAVISH ELEMENTARY 
MCTAVISH 8. East Saanich Rd...
Ar. SANSBURY ELEMENTARY 
Trip No. 3
NORTH SAANICH SCHOOL, PARKLAND SEC. SCHOOL 
Lv. SANSBURY ELEMENTARY 
East Saanich Sc Leal 
East Saanich 8. Newman 
Mt. Newton 8. Pat Bay Hwy.























Bus No. 4- Driver Dale R. Stephens - AFTERNOON RUNS 
Trip No. 1 ' V
SANSBURY 8. MCTAVISH 
Lv. Garage . ’
SANSBURY ELEMENTARY 
McTavish 8. East Saanich 
MCTAVISH ELEMENTARY 
West Saanich Rd. Sc McTavish 
West Saanich Rd. Sc Ardmore (S)
West Saanich Rd. Sc Bradley Dyne 
West Saanich Rd. Sc Ardmore (N)
West Saanich Rd. Sc Mills 
Trip No. 2
NORTH SAANICH SCHOOL 8. PARKLAND SECONDARY 
Lv. PARKLAND SECONDARY 
NORTH SAANICH SCHOOL 
.Mills Rd. 8. West Saanich Rd.
West Saanich a. BradlpvDvne,. '
West Saanich Rd. & Ardmore (N)
Wes. Saanich Rd. &McTavish
Gillan Rd. a McTavish Rd. - y , ^ y - :
-■-Trip No.'3 ',■
PARKLAND SECONDARY a NORTH SAANICH SCHOOL 
Lv. PARKLAND SECONDARY 
" NORTH SAANICH SCHOOL 
t':'. .via -McTavish Rd.'i^
' East Saanich Rd. a McTavish Rd. y 
SANSBURY ELEMENTARY ; y y ; y :
Leal S^East Saanich Rd. y 
Mt. NewtonX Rdi.a East Saanich y 
yTrip No.-4,--'\' ,
Transfer Students from CLAREMONT 
Lv.Mt. Newton X Rd. a East Saanich 
Lowe Rd. a East Saanich Rd.
























4; 20 p.m. 
4:30 p.m.
Bus. No. 5 - Driver W. Clements-MORNING TRIPS 
Transporting students to;
PARKLAND SECONDARY 
DEEP COVE ELEMENTARY 
SAANICHTON ELEMENTARY 
CLAREMONT SR. SECONDARY 
NORTH SAANICH SCHOOL ■
Trip No. 1.
PARKLAND a NORTH SAANICH 
Lv, Garage
Royal Oak Dr. a Elk Lake Dr.
Hallburton a Pat.Bay Hw.
Pat Bay Hwy. a Sayward Rd.
Pat Bay Hwy. a Tanner Rd,
Pat Bay Hwy. a Island View Rd.
Mt. Newton X Rd. a Lochside 
Amity a Lochside 
McTavish a Lochside 
Frost a Lochside 
NORTH SAANICH SCHOOL 
Ar, PARKLANDSECONDARY 
Trip No. 2
DEEP COVE ELEMENTARY 
Lv, PARKLAND SECONDARY 
Mills a West Saanich Rd.
Ar. DEEP COVE ELEMENTARY 
Trip No. 3
SAANICHTON ELEM,, a CLAREMONT SR, (Electronic*) 
Lv, DEEP COVE ELEMENTARY 
West Saanich a Downey Rds,
Townor Park a Wfsl S.Uc'irtlch 
Mills a West Saanich Rds.
Bradley Dyno a West Saanich 
Ardmore (S) a West Saanich 
Lawrence Rd, a West Saanich 
Mt, Newton X Rd, a West Saanich 
Ar, .SAANICHTON ELEMENTARY 
East Saanich a Ml, Newton X Rd.
East Saanich a Stolly'a X Rd, 


























Bu* No, ,5. Driver W. Ctemenfi - AFTHRNOON TRIPS 
Transporting student* from 1 
PARKLAND SECONDARY 
DEEP COVE ELEMENTARY 
SAANICHTON ELEMENTARY 
CLAREMONT 5R, SECONDARY 
Trip No, 1
DEEP COVE a SAANICHTON ELEM.
Lv, Oarage
DREPCOVeELEMENTARY 
Wait Saanich a Mill* Rd*. . 
saanichton ELEM.
Saanich a Mt, Newton X Rd,
Alek a West Saanich Rd», .
Ar. PARKLANOSKCONDARV 
Trip N0.-2 - ■ ■
PARKLAND a NORTH SAANICH '
Lv, PARKLAND SECONDARY 
NORTH SAANICH SCHOOL 
FrostaLochilde '
McTavleh a Lochside 
Amity a Lochside 
Mt. Newton X Rd. a Lochilda 
Elk Lake Dr, a Royal Oak Or,




East Saanich a Island View Rdi.
East Saanich a Sicily's X Rd 
Fast Saanich a Hovav Rds.
East Saanich a Mt, Newton X Rd*.
Ml, Nowton X Rd, a West Saanich 
West Saanich a McTavish Rds,
Wc'J r.ftftnif.h f. ,*A!il’. Fd5,






















4n»p,m. 4 ilSp.m. 
4127 p.m,
morning runs.' The schedules are subject to change if cir­
cumstances require. All times given are approximate and 
subject to adjustment as needed.
Re«U66t for any additional information about the bu# schedules should b» 
mferrndtnthh •.rrmnl Board Otfif.w,Sidney, R.'’-, 646.1111,
The Schools In School Diitriti No, 63 (Saanich) will open as indicated on
TUFSnaY.SPPTFMfHFR Trr), 1974, '
Parkland Seconiiary *i.T0 a.rn, 
Royal Oak at, ■ 6:76 ,s.m.
Bus Passes: School bus service is provided at the discretion of 
the Board of School Trustees. Those students who are eligible 
for school bus transportation will be Issued bus passes. The 
passes must be available for inspection by the School Bus 
Driver at any time. School bus passes may be withdrawn by 
the Principal of the School attended by the student for conduct 
or behaviour which is considered by the School Bus Driver as 
unnecessary, distracting or intentionally annoying.
School Bus No. 6-Mr. W. Lewis - MORNINGTRIPS 
Transporting students to:




SPECIAL CLASS STUDENTS TO BRENTWOOD ELEMENTARY 
Trip No. 1
■ Special Class students to BRENTWOOD ELEMENTARY, KEATING 
ELEM., MT. NEWTON JR. SEC.
Lv.Garage 
Beaver Lake Store 
Royal Oak Ave. & Cordova Bay Rd.
McMorran's .
Cordova Bay Elementary 
Fowler Sc Sayward Rds.
Hunt & Dooley Rds.
Welch Sc Martindale Rds.




Ar. BRENTWOOD ELEMENTARY 
Trip No. 2
PROSPECT LAKE ELEM. , DURRANCE ELEM. & MT. NEWTON JR. 
SEC.
Lv. Brentwood Elementary 8:03a.m.
West Saanich ScOld West Rds. (North) 8:05a.m.
Old West Rd. Sc Oldfield 8:10a.m.
Prospect Lake Store 8:13a.m.
- DURRANCE ELEM. 8;19a.m.















KEATING ELEM., CLAREMONT SR. SEC. 
Lv.Oldfield Rd. 8c Walton PI.
Oldfield a. Bear Hill Rds.









School Bus No. 6-Mr. W. Lewis - AFTER NOON TRI PS 
Transporting students from:
MT. NEWTON JR. SECONDARY 
. KEATING ELEMENTARY 
DURRANCEELEMENTARY 
CLAREMONT SR. SECONDARY
SPECIAL CLASS STUDENTS TO BRENTWOOD ELEMENTARY
■ ■Trip No;-1 ■■ "-■!■" =.









Welch a Martindale Rds.
Welch a Dooley Rds.
Sayward a Fowler Rds.
McMorran's a Cordova Bay Rd.
Royal Oak Ave. a Cordova Bay Rd.
Beaver Lake Store 
Ar. ROYAL OAK JR.SEC.
Trip No. 2
ROYAL OAK JR. SEC.
Lv. Royal Oak Jr. Sec,
Ar. Claremont Sec.
Trip No. 3
CLAREMONT SR, SECONDARY 
Lv. Claremont Sec,
Tanner Rd. a Pat Bay Hwy.
Tanner a Central Saanich Rds.
Central Saanich a Keating X Rds.
West Saanich a Keating X Rds.




























Trip No. 1 '
NORTH SAANICH SEC, PARKLAND SEC, 
Lv.Garage 
Weller a Sharpies 
Weller a Canoro 
MCTAVISH ELEMENTARY 
East Saanich a McTavish 
Airport a McTavish 





Weller a Sharpies 
Weller a Canora 
McTavish a East Saanich 
SANSBURY ELEMENTARY 
Trip No. 3
SANSBURY ELEM,, NORTH SAANICH SEC, 
Lv. SANSBURY ELEMENTARY 
Mt. Newton a Lochside 
Mt, Newton a Central Saanich 
Mt, SI, Michael a Can, Saanich 
Amity a Bourne 
SANSBURY ELEMENTARY 
Vis east Road a McTavish fo 























BUS No. 7<Mr. P, Bondorfl .APTHRNOON TRIPS 
Trip No- 1- 
SANSBURY iUHM,
LVSANSBURY ELEMENTARY 
Mt. St, Miohaal fc Cent. Saanich "
Central Saanich l.Mt,Ntwtciri 
; Mt. Nawton ALochsIda 
Lv, SANSBURY ELEMENTARY 
McTavish A East Saanich 
McTavish Elam, School 
Canora A Wallif 
Trip No. 2
NORTH SAANICH SCHOOL A PARKLAND 
LVPARKLAND SECONDARY 
NORTH SAANICH SCHOOL 
Conora AWfllor 
McTavish A East Soanich 
MCTAYISH ELEMENTARY 
Pat Bay A McTavish Rd.
Trip No. 3
NORTH SAANICH SCHOOL A PARKLAND SECONDARY 
LV. PARKLAND SECONDARY 
NORTH SAANICH SCHOOL 
East Saanich A McT8vl*h 
SANSBURY ELEMENTARY 
Amity A ISourna
Ml. .St. MIbhavi fid. A Cunt. Saaii.
Cantr. Saanich AM*. Newton X Rd,






















Fvrry ctfr-n h.*».'hr'r-ii lht‘'t>us rouiet fo"tcrvc' tt'.e
preBfesf number-of student* who «r« enlllled lo school bu* Irarmportation 
in accordance with Misting School Board policy.
Ciaromonl Senior Secondary 9:00 a.m, 
Mt, Newlon Junior a<3o a.m.
Moffh Saanich Sec, • 8:30 a.m,
elementary i'theelii
Brentwood, Cordova Bay, Deep cove, Ourranct, Elk Lake* Keating, 
loehtide, MeTaviih Road, Sansbury and Sidney, B:30*.m.
Beaver Lake ProifMtci Lake A Saanichton «:45 a.m. 
Royal Oak ClemenUry 9:00 *,m
Thu Board of School Trustee#, 
School Olitrici No, *3 (Saanich)
aoii
\
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NORTH SAANICH RENAMING CONTEST
SPECIAL TO THE SIDNEY REVIEW
Judging by a Review street 
purvey conducted this week, the 
renaming of North Saanich would
Fmhi&Bi Eyewem with a
be pointless, costly, and just plain 
silly.
However, the , idea could be 
profitable for whoever comes up 
with an acceptible name.
Bud Mesher, owner of Malibu
PRESCRIPTIONS FILLED CONTACT LENSES 
COMPLETE REPAIR SERVICE PLASTIC EYES 
TERMS AVAILABLE
PfUSHiliPTIMI flPnCIIL
i02S Douglas St. 
1105 Pandora Ave. 
1175Douglas St. 
1120 Yates St.
159 Trunk Rd. 
Duncan, B.C. 
1039775 4th St., 
Sidney, B.C.
...........
m THE HEART Of BOWHTOWH VAHCOUVER
THE MAYFAIR HOTEL
provides spacious new 
accommodation with fully 
equipped kitchens, cable 
TV, phone, free parking 
and view balconies. All this 
for $16.00 single and $4.00 
per additional guest with 
complimentary coffee and 
tea service for your added 
enjoyment. On your next 
visit to Vancouver stay 
downtown at the Mayfair 
Hotel located at Hornby 
and Robson Streets.
for reservations, write to :
THi MAYFAIR HOTiL
045 Hornby St.. Vancouver T, B.C. or Phono area 404*687.6751
SIDHEY TftXI AND IRfiHSP0IITATI0!«
- ■■ ■:
WITH A FLEET OF 4D CARS 
TO SERVE YOU BETTER
TUNE IN TO GKDA 
n :53 A.M. DAILY 
YOU COULD WIN THE 










James White Blvd 
Pat Bay Hwy.
RENT-A-CAR
THE 24 HOUR U-DRIVE SERVICE
SERVING THE SAANICH PENINSULA 
SINCE 1900
Motors Ltd., told The Heview his 
company is willing to sponsor a 
contest to select a new name for 
the municipality.
Mesher, of 8569 Aldous 
Terrace, said the company will 
offer $100 for first prize, $75 for 
second, $50 for third and $25 for 
fourtli.
The contest rules will not be 
formulated until some reaction 
on the idea is heard from North 
Saanich council.
If the contest gets off tl 
ground it would be inappropriate 
to undertake a task such^ as 
renaming a municipality without 
being sufficiently versed in some 
of the municipality’s history.
So here’s a bit:
In February 1852, James 
Douglas advised his employers, 
the Hudson’s Bay Company, that 
he had purchased for the com 
' pany “The lands of the Saanitch 
Indians” to provide a timber 
supply for their sawmill located 
near Mount Douglas — the 
purchase price he quoted ‘‘goods 
to the value of &109 - 7 - 6”.
Agreements were drawn with 
two separate bands in North and 
South Saanich on the 5th and 11th 
of February, 1852 respectively.
The Hudsons’ Bay Company 
were pressed by the British 
governmerit to make land 
available to settlers and establish 
a colony. In 1854, North Saanich 
was the first of eight Districts 
named on the lower Island, but 
the price established by the 
company of 1 pound (or five 
dollars) per acre was too high 
and the British government took 
over from the H.B. Company. ■
In 1858, J.D. Pemberton ad­
vised John Trutch that North and 
South Saanich Districts had been 
surveyed and subdivided into 100 
acre blocks, the land to be sold at 
1 dollar per acre. The survey 
used a central post at the peak of 
Mt. Newton and; marked the 
blocks nortli and south with range 
lines east and west.
The Cariboo gold rush brought 
a multitude of people into the 
area which:was the supply base 
and many settled in the area wilh 
withoutsuccess in the goldfields.
In March 1905, the sprawl of the 
City of Victoria was great enough 
that the suburban area in­
corporated as a municipality and 
f took in the Land Districts of south 
■ of Mount Newton coniprising 
South Saanich Land District, 
Lake Land District a.nd part of 
Victoria Land District. Tne name 
chosen for the new Munisipality 
was Saanich. Three months later 
in July 1905, North. Saanich 
Municipality was incorporated 
(including Sidney) but, lacking 
population and a firm tax base, 
dissolved in 1911.
South Saanich Land District 
finally seceeded from Saanich in 
1951, but their name being pre­
empted had to be content with the 
name Central Saanich.
North Saanich continued as 
unorganized territory until 1956 
when letters patent were issued 
at the request of the residents to 
form the ‘‘North Saanich Fire 
Prevention District” with powers 
to Uix, to properly, to borrow etc. 
The village of Sidney had in-, 
corpora ted in 1952.
In 1965 after a favourable 
public vote in June of that year, 
the lettcr.s patent of the “North 
Saanich Fire Prevention 
District" were withdrawn and 
now letters patent issued with tht! 
name North Saanich Municipal 
Dislrict”.
DISTRICT OF NORTH SAANICH
The Dislrict requires a part time Custodian for 
the Municipal Office. The janitorial duties will 
entail approximately eighty hour§ per month.
Application to be submitted to the Clerk, P.O.
Box‘2027, Sidney, British Columbia.
COOPERATION was the key word on 
Monday when representatives of three 
peninsula volunteer fire departments 
responded to a brush fire off Barrett 
Drive in John Dean Park. Sidney Chief 
Hugh Loney (at left) and an unidentified
fireman slopped for a chuckle as George 
Harsthoni chastised Review 
photographer Bruce Obee for arriving 
after the fire was out. Cause of the blaze 
is unknown and damage was limited to a 
small hilltop. photo by bruce obee
E. F. Fairs 
Municipal Clerk
FAIR
TRANSPOR TA TION 
NO PROBLEM
Whether you’re going to the 
Saanich Fall Fair by car, bus, or 
horse and buggy, parking and 
transportation should be no 
problem this year.
Special parking lots, in addition 
to the one at the fairgrounds, 
have been set aside on Mount 
Newton Crossroad and East 
Saanich and two near Saanichton 
School.
r For those coming from Sidney 
another parking lot has been 
made available at Bengordon 
Farm, 8433 East Saanich Rd., 
across from Blink Bonnie Farm.
A continuous bus service will 
shuttle from the parking lots to 
the fair grounds from 11 a m. - 5 
P-m'.
For those coming by bus from 
the Victoria area. Pacific 
Commuter will be leaving 
Belleville and Douglas Streets on 
Saturday at 8:20 a.m., 9 a.m:; 10 
a.m , 11 a.m..^l2;15 p.m. 1 p.nri.
and 2 p.m.
On Sunday and Monday the bus 
will be leaving at 9:00 a.m , 10 
a.m., 11 a.m , noon,T p.m. and 2
^p.m. .
On all three days it will make 
main stops on Douglas at Yates, 
The Bay, Bay Street, Finlay son 
(outside Mayfair) and Town and 
Country.
The bus will leave the 
fairgrounds for Victoria on 
Saturday at 4, p.m., 4:40 p.m., 5 
p.m. and 6 p.m. On Sunday and 
Monday it will leave at 4 p.rh., 5 
p.m., and 6 p.m.
Tho schedule from.Sidney is as 
follows:
Saturday - Sidney to 
fairgrounds - 7:05 a.m., 10 a.m., 
1:45 p.m., 4:30 p.m. Return - 1 
p.m., 4 p.m. and 6:15 p.m.
Sunday and Monday - 9:00 
a.m.. 10 a.m.. 11 a.m., 12 noon. 
ReUirn ■ 3:15 p.m,, 4:15 p.m. 5:15 
p.m.
Fare is 3()c both ways.
Sidney Barber Larry Gud- 
niundson was caught sleeping in 
his chair last week but a Review 
photographer forgot his camera.
Groceries Fruit — Vegetables
OPEN FRIDAY NIGHTS TILL NINE
SIDNEY GASH & CARRY
Beacon Avenue ’ Phone 656^1171
teWWBli
wendgAA/oibon paoKard school oF dono© ppesencs
fnday august 30 - <9:30 piT), - parkland sen, sec. theatre 10640 macdonald purkrej.
$100 Children undar 12 fr«c
weve
Toronto Dominion offers record 
high intere^ rates on both Premium 
Savings and term deposits. Whether 
youTe thinking short pr I
there’s a TD plan tor you. 1 here s
never been a better time to invest,
so ACTNOW! '
TORbSSTTOBOlVIlWION
the bank where people make the difference
[VIORE POWER
TOTHE
Wc want To help you scareb Tor B.C/s mineral weaUh. So 
wc'vc replaced the outdated Grub-ftake Act with the new 
Prospectors Assistance Act. This Is what Prospectors Assls* 
tanceoffers:
1. Grants of $1,000 lo $4,000 for expibrallonj lesser amounts 
' forJralnlnj?2' ■ F,
2. A $1,000 bonus when detailed geological, geochemical 
or geophysical surveys are made,:.; f
3. A guaranteed bonus when diamond drilling Is^doncj 
r»0< a foot to 2,000 feet and 25C a foot ihcreaficr to 
a prescribed maximum. ‘'''ipVV:';
4. The opportunity for parbownership in any govern­
ment or govcrnmcnl-negollated deyelopment, at no 
cost lo the prospector.
5. Assistance grants and limited government rights 
pertain to areas spccllied In the prospector s application
^ only.
Copies of Ihe Prospectors Assistance Act and applica­
tion forms arc available al all Provincial Mining Rccorclkr 
offices; or write to; The Director of Prospectors Assis­
tance, Department of Mines and Petroleum Resources, 
1037 Fort Street, Victoria, ri.C.
DeparlmeiiS of Mines and
, , „ , Piliolcurn Resources «
Hormurnble too'T. Nimtick, MlnlsUfr
. F;' V,'
■ ■ : :
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Pick Your Own
Hard On The Knees, Easy On The Wallet
ARE YOU HAVING A 
HARD TIME MAKING 
BOTH ENDS MEET?
TRY THESE SPECIALS





















PRICES EFFECTIVE THURS. FRI. & SAT.
ISyWSD VIEW FREEZER LTD.
1085 E. Saanich Rd. v 652-2411
By PAT MANNING
SPECIAL TO THE SIDNEY REVIEW
In an effort to cut costs and 
eliminate “the middle man” the 
Holloway family in Central 
Saanich are forerunners in what 
may be a new trend in market 
gardening.
Three years ago the Holloways 
introduced a “pick-your-own- 
vegetables” plan which, while 
starting on a small scale, is ex­
panding rapidly by popular 
demand.
The 42-acre farm at 7068 East 
Saanich Rd. was first settled by 
Holloway in 1904.
“It was virgin bush and my dad 
cleared the land with horses, said 
Dixon Holloway.
WAGON TRAIL
Apple and plum orchards were 
planted inter-cropped with 
strawberries and the produce 
was taken on a wagcn trail into 
Victoria to sell.
As the years passed the or­
chards were gradually replaced 
by a strawberry and loganberry 
crop. Holloway said it is getting 
more difficult each year to find 
pickers “but we always get 
through.”
In all his years on the farm 
Holloway can, remember only 
‘one disaster year’'when an early 
frost in 1948 wiped out the logan­
berry crop for the following year. 
We compensated by planting a 
different crop, he said.
For the past 20 years the 
Holloways have grown field 
tomatoes and have found them a 
very good crop. In the last three 
years they have introduced -a 
wide variety of vegetables 
“feeling our way into it,” said 
Holloway.
He watches to see which of the 
vegetables are most popular and 
whio'; he can grow with good 
quality.
FAMILY BUSINESS 
Farming is a tamily business 
for the Holloways and Dixon is 
assisted by his wife Mabel, his 
son Philip and daughter-in-law 
Noreen.
From the beginning of 
February, weather permitting, 
until the middle of December 
there is always something to be 
done, Noreen and Philip assisted 
on a part-time basis during the 
spring and during summer 
vacation have been working full­
time.
Philip is particularly en­
thusiastic about the "you pick” 
market.
“People get quite a thrill out of 
picking their own vegetables, ” 
he said.
He added there was only minor 
damage done by inexperienced 
pickers and on the whole people 
were very sensitive about the" 
plants. Whole families come and 
pick and the children are very 
well behaved, he said.
People come from Sooke, 
Coiwood and Victoria and a 
growing number from Vancouver 
stop and pick vegetables on their 
way home.
“We’ve even had girls in party 
dresses stop on their way by and 
get down in the dirt and pick,” 
said Noreen.
HONEST CUSTOMERS 
People come from 9 a.m. until 
dark and Philip said they never 
had .a person walk away with 
vegetables and not pay. They had 
$10 taken from a strawberry 
stand on the road once but that is 
about all.
The Holloways have a creek 
running through the bottom of 
their property from which they 
can pump 5,000 gallons an hour. 
They use all their own water for 
irrigation purposes.
Holloway said' they use a 
minimum amount of chemicals 
but it is a continuous battle to 
elirriinate pests. : ^
“You just eliminate one arid 
another comes in.”
He said on crops like corn and 
beans they use no chemicals at 
all and on Others they use a 
minimum to keep 'weeds under, 
control.'^
Mo$t of the planting is done by 
a machine dropping one seed in 
at a time although at strawberry 
planting time Nor.een and Mrs.
, Holloway sat on the back of a 
machine hand-feeding 20,000 
It takes about three lo
four hours to plant half an acre, 
Holloway said.
Philip is looking forward to the 
time when they can purchase a 
sophisticated precision-planting 
machine which spaces plants 
evenly and does a half a dozen 
rows at a time.
“We will be able to travel a lot 
faster,” he said. “By hand­
feeding, we can only travel a half 
mile an hour.”
people money if they pick the 
fruit and vegetables themselves, 
he said.
The Holloways charge about 
two-thirds the retail price for 
their produce.
For anyone with a desire “to 
get dose to the earth”, obtain 
produce they know is fresh, and 
save money on the side, the “you 
pick yourself’’ method of 
marketing has great appeal.
EXCELLENT FULL TIME 
EMPLOYMENT
Counter Girl For Meat Market 
Call in Person.
THE LOCAL BUTCHER 







A NEW IDEA in market gardening the ‘you pick your 
own vegetables’ method is enthusiastically supported by 
Phillip and Noreen Holloway.
Suitable for Optometrist, Dentist, Chiropractor, 
Photographer, Accountant or Real Estate and Insurance. 
580 sq. ft. — $19.5.00 per mon.
Phone 652-3991 or 592-6282
At present the Holloways plant 
about seven acres of vegetables 
including potatoes, carrots, 
beans, corn, parsnips, cucum­
bers, pumpkins, broccoli and 
squash. They sell all they can 
grow and next year they will 
double or triple their potato crop 
and extend their broccoli and 
cucumber crop. .
FIRST FOR PENLNSULA 
raspberry crop for next year 
which will be sold on a “you pick” 
basis and which Philip believes 
will be a first for Saanich 
peninsula. :
He predicts farmers will be 
able to make a“decent living” if 
they eliminate the “middle man” 
and market on the ‘‘you pick’’ 
plan. He used the Example of the 
strawberry crop which costs a 
farmer $1,000 an acre before the 
crop is harvested. L The planfs 
themselves, fertilizers, getting 
trie land ready, hoeing, sprayirig, 
cutting blossoms and runners in 
thefirstyear, all contribute to the 
cost.,
On top of that thrire are 
pickers to be paid and then the 
cost of marketing the product.
It is a lot more profitable for 
the farmer and it saves the
P R E S^T 0 ” LO G S
Indications Show That The Price Will Possibly Go Up 
By About 3‘ Each In The Near Future^^ ^ ^
BEACON AVE. SIDNEY 656-1134
'■■'I
SCHOOL BOARD 
ASKS FOR PUBLIC INPUT lOTICE TO JILL MTISIS




An extra meeting will 
be held regularly by Saanich 
Peninsula School Board in one of 
the district schools, it was agreed 
at the board meeting Monday.
Formerly meetings were held 
on the second and fourth Mon­
days of each month at the School 
Board offices, Third Street.
Reason for the change. 
Chairman Itubymay Parrott told 
The Review, was because board 
members fell the bi-monthly 
meetings wore too long and there 
wav loo much huBines.s on the 
agenda.
“Wo were getting bogged down 
and fogged in,” she said,
She said the decision to hold 
one of the throe meetingK in 
district schools was prompted by 
the understanding that this “is an 
era of coininunily involvement ’,
"We’re asking for input from 
the eommunity," she sinid "and 
maybe this is a way of creating 
more interest,'”
Parrott assured 'Fho Review it 
was the intention of tho board to 
“really stress educational 
maller.s rather than routine 
business” at meetings.
She expressed the hope that 
parents interested in their 
children’s education will attend 
the meetings and said there 
would be a 'question jxmiod and 
line for “rea! conununity in­
volvement.”
. .In accordance with the terms of “The Art Policy” recently announced 
by The Minister, The Honourable William Hartley, a Regional Centre will 
be opened at The “Open Space” Gallery, at 510 Fort Street, Victoria.
. ,The Centre will be open for receiving submissions between the hours of 
9:00 a.m. and 6:00 p.m. on August 31st. September 3jrd and September 4th, 
1974.
,. “Works of Art” submitted will be viewed by The Provincial Committee 
on Art and selections made for purchase for “The Provincial CoilectioiL”
SWIM CLASSES 
CANCELLED,
Adult swim and sauna elasHcs 
at the Sidney Hohd Iwve been 
cancelled' x'-
.The terms “Works of Art” refers to Paintings, Drawings, Prints, 
Hatlka, Weavings, Tapestries, Pottery and portable Sculpture. All works 
should be properly framed or mounted, etc.
.. A maximum of three works per artist may be submitted.
The elasMcs, Kpoiwered by the 
,San nidi Feiiinunla SehnnI Board, 
liave iieen ea ncelled Itecau.se the 
I'aeilitie.s at the holer are not 
availaltle, '
The Provincial Committee on Art will be selecting works for purchase 










■ ■ 0,.. ' '■
..The Committee Is composed of nine members; The Provincial Co­
ordinator of .\rt, The Corordlmitor of Consultants (an architect), five Art 
ConsuUfints and two Regional Representatives.
..All artists will be notified by mall of the decisions of the Provincial 
CnminUtee on Art. Works that are not purchased for the Provincial 
Collection should he collected from The “Open Space” Saturday, Sep* 
temher 7th, through Friday, September I4th, between the hours of 10;00 
a.m. and SiftO p.m.
. The following la an extract from “An Art Policy” for the Denartmcnt of 
Puhfie Works, Provincial Government!
WHITE’S TELEVISION
Your Complete Home Entertainment Centre 
2363 BEACON AVE. 656-3012
NEW OWNER CHARLES BERGER INVITES 
YOU TO ENJOY HIS FINE FRENCH CUISINE 
MODERATELY PRICED
. “It should be understood by all Artists that the success of the Art Policy 
is dependant upon Its establishing the highest possible standard of Art for 
till* Peep If* of Brlllsh Cohimbln. The erlterln ihnt will he used to evahmtc 
all the Art presented to the C^ommlttee, will be limilar to standards used 
to judge .\rt at national and iniernationancvels.”
.Inquiries! Telephone Victoria, 387*548:1, The Provincial Co-ordliiator of 
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FIRST OF TTVO PARTS 
Continued next week.
'■■'I
DO YOU THINK THE MUNICIPALITY OF NORTH 




No, why should it be 
changed?
I grew up here and 
went to school here and 
we’ve always known it 
as North Saanich.
Besides it would cost a 
lot of money to change 
the name and if you look 
around the community 




I hadn’t given it much 
thought.
I guess the name 
North Saanich doesn’t 
mean too much.
It doesn’t make too 
much difference.
As far as we’re 
concerned it’s fine the 
way it is.
THE REGIONAL CONCEPT
SOME FACTS ABOUT OUR DISTRICT
bv JACK FRY REPRINTED FROM THE DISTRICT NEWSLETTER
In the early days of Victoria, most of 
the people built their homes close to the 
downtown area so that they would have 
little difficulty going to and from their 
places of business, the central shop­
ping area, schools and churches. The 
community was relatively compact 
and elected officials were reasonably 
able to provide public services which 
were needed by the citizens.
But, after the automobile was in­
vented, people became willing to build 
their homes farther from the city and 
travel great distances to work and in 
pursuit of spare-time recreational 
activities. Now, it is not uncommon, for 
example, for a person who lives in 
Saanich to work in Victoria, have a 
boat moored at Oak Bay or near Sid­
ney, and drive his children to an ice 
rink in Esquimalt or a swimming pool 
at Coiwood. He is also likely to do his 
shopping at one or more of a number of 
suburban shopping centres as well as 
in stores downfown.
As more and more people took up the 
suburban way of living in such areas as 
the Saanich Peninsula, View Royal, 
Coiwood, Langford, Metchosin and 
Sooke, new problems began to emerge 
which appeared to be beyond the 
means of individual municipalities, 
problems which were directly related
to suburban sprawl.
Provincial legislators and municipal 
officials, and to some extent the public 
as well, came to realize over the years 
that all the citizens of communities like 
the Capital Region have to work 
together if they are to achieve 
satisfactory solutions to such major 
problems as regional planning, 
hospital services, sewers and transit.
It was in recognition of the need for a 
coordinated approach in dealing with 
problems associated with the 
cosmopolitan trend of modern society 
that the regional district approach was 
formulated. The Provicial Govern­
ment amended the Municipal Act in
1965 to allow for the establishment of 
regional districts throughout British 
Columbia, and our own Capital 
Regional District as it is now called 
came into existence on February 1,
1966. '
The Capital Regional District 
stretches from the Gulf Islands south­
ward through the Saanich Peninsula to 
Victoria and as far westward as Port 
Renfrew. It comprises an area of about 
934 square miles and has an estimated 
population of about 219,000. In a sense, 
it is like a federation of municipalities 
and electoral areas. It has the same 
status as a municipality.
HTTLE fflMCE Ml LOCAL WM
CHAMBER CHRISTMAS VILLAGE 
FOR SEA CON A VENUE ■ -
Gontradiction Between Party HQ And Ix^ Group
SOCRED GONVEOTION REMAINS CLOSED AFFAIR
by GEORGE MANNING 
Special to the Sidney Review
As the sun beams down on the 
Town of Sidney members of the 
Chamber of Commerce are 
pondering the idea of building a 
Christmas; Village on Beacon
HARRIET WINTRUP 
Upchurch, England 
Seems like a lot of 
bother to me.
There are enough 
names to remember on 
this island now withot 
having another. If you 
begin trying to change 
names of well- 
established
municipalities, before 
long this place will get 
as mixed v»P as bloody 
England.
GEOFF
, RENNISON ■: .
5709 Wallace Dr .
No, I don’t see any 
reason for changing it.
I don’t think there is 
any confusion in 
people’s minds about 
which Saanich is which.
You’d have as many 
people for it, as against 
it, if you tried finding 
another name,
Despite press releases to the
contrary from Social Credit i^rty
president Grace McCarthy, 
Saanich Peninsula residents will 
not be further encouraged tOf 
submit resolutions to the party’ 
convention in September.
In a release received by The 
Review late last week, Mrs. 
McCarthy cited as a precedent 
the call “on every citizen in 
British Columbia to submit 
resolutions...’’ t 
“Throughout each con­
stituency,’’ she said, “meetings 
and mini-conventions are being 
held, and an opportunity for non- 
party citizens to express their 
views is being encouraged by 
every constituency executive.’’
“It is not necessary to be a 
party member,’’ McCarthy said. 
“We are interested in hearing the 
ideas of all British Columbians.’’
Non-members of the Social 
Credit party on the peninsula 
would have had some difficulty in 
making their voices heard, 
however, considering the 
procedure used to generate 
resolutions from tho Saanich and 
the Islands constituency 
association.
According lo constituency First
Vice-President and Secretary 
Molly Filmer, the local 
association’s last business 
meeting priori to the provinciai 
convention was held on Tuesday , 
August 20 several days before 
receipt by The Review: of Mrs. 
McCarthy’s statement ; ;
The meeting was not publicly 
advertised, Filmer stated, and 
only members of the local con­
stituency association were 
notified by bulletin^
Asked if this was an ‘en­
couragement’ of outside opinion, 
Filmer said that members were 
allowed to bring friends to the 
meeting.
She explained, however, that as 
non-members they could neither 
vote nor offer motions for con­
sideration. *
Mi.ss Filmer said the only way 
a non-member could have offered 
a resolution for consideration 
would be to have a friend who 
was already a party member 
make the motion on their behalf.
“As far as I know,’’ Filmer 
said, “(the association 
executive) are not planning a 
business meeting in September.’’
She could not explain the np- 
piirent contradiction between the
local association’s actions ar.d; 
the statement of Mrs. McCarthy 
that each constituency was 
“drafting resolutions, hot only 
frohr the SbeiaL Credit inemt 
bership, but from represem^ 
tatives in. each community^ who 
are concerned about a policy for 
the future.’’
Chairing the meeting—- Sep­
tember 23 and 24 at Harrison Hot 
Springs will be former Socred 
Attorney-General and MacMillan 
Bloedel president Robert Bonner
Attending will be thre 
members from each con­
stituency, the 10 Socred caucus 
members and Socred party 
directors.
Avenue.
Freddie McCullough, the 
chamber’s special events 
committee chairman, told The 
Review Municipal Gardener Bob 
Jackson; is currently drafting a, 
plan for the village to be in­
corporated in front of the Sidney 
Museum.
Santa Claus and a few elyes 
will be on hand Dec. 16 to Dec. 23, 
McCullough said adding Santa 
has to leave two days before 
Christmas “because by then he’ll 
have to take off back to the north 
pole.’’ ^
Although a Santa has not been 
chosen rumour has it that 
veteran Santa George Manning, 
general manager of Review
Publications, is considering 
applying for the position; ;
Manning was Santa Claus for 
the University of Victoria : 
Faculty Club Christmas party 
two consecutive years.
Hopefully there will be some ^ 
animals, maybe sheep and goats, 
at the village, McCullough said.
There will also be trees 
up the centre of Beacon Avenue i 
and bells' along the streets, he 
added."
Sidneymid. Pat Merrett told 
council Monday the animals will 
have to be penned up somewhere, 
possibly the municipal yard, at
night.
“Maybe : Aid. Malcolm’s 
backyard,’’ suggested Aid. Ross 
Martin,“He’s got a 23foot fen-
ce.
POG OBEDIENCE CLASSES
The North Saanich Dog Obedience Club will 
commence Obedience classes Thursday. Sep­
tember 5, 1974 at Sanscha Hall, Sidney.
All levels of Obedience taught including 
SPECIAL PUPPY CLASS 3-6 months.
Registrations 7:30 p.m. Thursday, Sept. 5, 
1974.Saiischa Hall. For further information
Phone 6.56-1938.
T l' ji'ir'V jMl'l"
1.'' IV‘111'
i':
FREE TO GOOD HOME
PAUL MARSH 
128 Wellington Ave. 
No. There is Saanich, 
Central Saanich and 
North Saanich and that 
makes kensc.
If yoti change one, you 
should jjhange all the 
rest.
H you make ihe whole 
Peninsula one entity you 
could call the whole 
thing Sannieh 





Saanich? I thought this 
was Sidney,
The tourist bureau 
told mo Saanich was 
down by Victoria.
5 AVAILABLE
Phone 656-1151 or 656-2751
Saanich Vampires
welcomes all Sidney Area boys ages 1449 years 
Interested in Canadian Football.
Practises held nightly 
Hraefont Park, MfK«ni7.le Ave.
SEETHEM 
FOR SURE!
iiiMnM For further information
RAE BURNS DANCE SCHOOL
.hihnCiimpheU nH-(S17r»
Opening September 9,1974
SANSCHA HALL, SIDNEY 
BALLET • TAP, ACROBATICS - JAZZ 
and PRE-BCHOOL BALLET
Mombof o! Royal Acadamy of Danca
REGISTER NOW
479-5140-ese-l 646
(If sufficient interest genera ted 
car pools can be arranged)
ANNOUNCEMENT
Announcement
Hi s. (\ Whiteside and D.S. Carroll 
lire pleased to announce that
nr.lI.R.McDlarmId
will he Joining the 
Hrenl wood Medical Clinic 
RH of .September i. 1974
Dr. Krutzmann wishes to announce the 
relocation of the Victoria Veterinary Clinic 
to the Mayfair Shopping Centre 
3171 DOUGLAS ST; PHONE 388-666]i 
' ^Opening September 3,1974 , : ^
Sprlnu Summer ■v’Au»,umn.:T. 
.)o; »crii of ur!b«il»v*l|lt hiiuty.’
<> oirdeni In oM , r V BhuHilr 
Roto, fihuloui Sunaii.^tUtily 
lt«ll«n, quaint Japliflote, L*k( 
Qirdon featurtnflithiJIoin Foun-; 
ulna In thilr ipeeucular "Bal­
let to the Stm", anil lha great: 
Slag# Show Gordon, See them 
again after dirk under the 
iromantle night liglillng , . . 
brcalhtakingly differmll Evening 
entertainment JulyAuguit, 
Rettauunt open U a.m. to 
7i30 p.m. Contlnuoui eoffee bar 
teivlci. Gardirti optn every day 
4 a.m, to II p.m. '
FREE RARKito rOH 
TRAILERS, CAMPtRS, iTC. 'HILF. VISITING GAtlDENS
For ;.'t Itoor •■mrrgi'nt'V scrvlti* Dr. Knil/mniia >vlll h*' 
,iviiil,ii»l<- Uvroitgli tio- Friilittl N'littML Vclriimiry lUiHjillal
For l•nl^•rg(‘lU’l«*H 3HH-666I
f
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656-1757
BEFORE 5 P.M. MONDAY
ReaUslate 
For Sale
WdrktMaiited H(me Services 
And Equipment
lAANICH 55 X 120 CITY LOT. Sewered water, in Sidney. 656-4513. and35-1
Your Saanich Peninsula 
Realtors
Lovely 5 ac. of meadowland. 
Level & fenced. On Munro Rd. 
$50,000 with terms MLS No. 
8445.
Mr. Klwell 477-:mK fiSK-i 1.54
Architect designed Post n’ 
'Beam residence with 133 ft. of 
seafront. De luxe in every 
respect, with quiet treed 
seclusion. $135,00 MLS No. 
8425
Mr. Klwell 477-3988 656-1154
M.L.S. REALTORS 
LOTS OF LO TS
DEEP COVE: '2 ac. treed and 
secluded. $20,000 and $25,000.
BY OIWNER, VERY COM­
FORTABLE 2 Bdrm. No step home 
near Beacon Ave., Sidney. Two years 
old large rooms, fireplace, patio off 
dining room. Lots of storage in kitchen 
and large closets, attached garage — 
work shop. Lovely 70 x 110 ft. lot. 
$38,900. Call Mrs. MacNeil 656-1111 
daysor 656-1492evenings. 35-1
DUTCH GARDENER AVAILABLE
for Sidney - Brentwood Area. Good 
workmanship at reasonable prices 
Have good crew for larger iobs. Call 
656-5027. 26-tf
ACCOUNTII^G SERVICES 
AVAILABLE in my home. 656-6179. 31- TRAILERS
SECOND OWNER 1963 U S MODEL 
VALIANT Signet, two door hardtop, 
six automatic, radio, 58,000 miles. 
Excellent condition. Phone 656-4217 




BEACON AT 1st STREET
PRICES EFFECTIVE 
THURS. FRI. SAT.





4 ac. treed, close to 
$27,000.
EXPERIENCED BOOKKEEPING 
SERVICES available immediately in 
your office or mine. Please phone 656- 
2495 anytime or contact J. Hamer, 
2239 Ardwell Avenue, Sidney. 33-3
FENNELL’S 
TRAILER SUPPLIES
1974 K. 8. C. THERMOGLAS 22 ff. 
head, stove, fridge, sink, dinette, 
enclosed cabin. Sleeps 4, 225 O.M.C., 
sounder, radio phone, compass, an­
chor. Full floatation. $12,000.00. Phone 
656-1315after S;30p.m. 34-tf
STORE HOURS 
Monday to Saturday 
8:30 to
8:30 :i.m. to6:00 p.m. 
Friday 8:30 a.m. to 9:00 p.m.
RUBBISH
656-1784.
AND GARBAGE hauled. 
30-tf
DEEP COVE: F‘4 ac. on Wain
Road, Level and cleared. $26,000.
DESPERATELY NEEDED three 
bedroom house with property. 656-6059 
after 6p.m. 35-1
WORK WANTED Tree falling, 
cement work, landscaping by hour or 
contract. Free estimates. Call 364- 
■9737. 33 tf
;‘-;':UNIQUE/'./
This “no step” home in south 
Sidney has the r following 
features: 3 bedrooms, kitchen 
with eating area, heatilator 
fireplace in the liying room, and 
large attach^ garage. Lot size .9 
of an acre $47,500.:




Thursday & Saturday 
2-5P.M.
10187 Madrona Drive 
Different & delightful 3 bdrm. 
home on lovely V2 acre. 
Double carport, large sundeck 
& much more, including good 
financing with $25,000 down. 
Asking $63,000. Excl. Prior 
peeks.
Call Ken Ha rvcy 656-2397 656- 
1154'''
Freda Webb 656-3589 656-11.54
2444 Beacon Ave. 
Sidney, B.G. 656-1154
EIGHT-YEARS/' ■
That’s the age ctf to bedroom, 
full basement home located ori a 
:':'low:;;traffic.f.strTOt\^in/ 




A substantial home with an “L- 
Sshaped” living-dining-room 
(rock fireplace), 2 bedrooms and 
a 4 piece bath. Down stairs — a 
third bedroom, large family 
room; and roughed-in bath. 
' Sundeck over carport $47,900;
2423 Beacon 
656-3924 f
SIDNEY COMMERCIAL. 50 x 
120 lot. Downtown on Fourth St. 
Cleared. Ready to build. $27,500.
2 AC. ARABLE I.AND 
Almost new 1,300 sq. ft., 3 
bedroom. Basement home in 
quiet location. Keep a horse! 
Asking $65,000.
CHURCH BUILDING 
and parsonage on East Saanich 
Road. Suggested uses; church, 
school, community hail, group 
home, art gallery, studio...
$69,500
UNIQUE TOWNER PARK 
WATERFRONT
Seldom offered: 440 ft. of warm 
Western seafront. 3 one ac. lots of 
secluded porperty with beautiful 
trees, A good solid comfortable 
1,500 sq. ft, basement, home, 
double garage, guest cottage, 
concrete pillared wharf arid dock. 
Call us foy details.
BUYING OR SELLING 
' CALL r;/ "
656-4000 K. DROST 656-2427
TWO OR THREE BEDROOM modern 
home in Sidney or North Saanich. 
Phone 656-4202. 35-1
CAREY'S CLEAN-UP. 






"Vancouver island’s most 




1970 BUICK SKYLARK Custom 
Sports. Bucket seats. Vinyl roof, new 




RUSS'TRACTOR service, Rototilling 
- Big or small jobs. Call anytime, 656- 
3689. 13-tf
FOR RENT, SEPT. 15, Central 
Saanich, to married couple, modern 
one bedroom bungalow. Electric heat,' 
no children or pets. Rent $175.00. Call 
652-1744 after 5p.m. 35-1
HANDYMAN WITH PICK-UP Will do 
painting, renovations, repairs, land­
scaping and clean-up, in Central 




8459 PATRICIA BAY HWY.
652-2511
SIDNEY PRE-SCHOOL. Qualified 
supervisors. Low Fees. Parent 
Owned. Emphasis on Creative Play, 
Physical, Emotional and Social 
Growth. 656-5686. 29-10
BINGO K OF P HALL, 8 p.m. every 
Thursday. Everybody welcome. 1-tf
TWO ROOM OFFICE SPACE 
available 178 sq. ft. Heat and light 
included. $75.00 per mon. Apply 303 
Sidney Professional Bldg. 656-4813. 35- 
tf
FIREPLACE WOOD — Cedar Posts. 
Orders taken or delivery now. Phone 
656-1453. 33-tf
C.G.l.T. REGISTRATION, Monday, 
Sepf. 9, 1974, 6:30 p.m. St. Paul's 
Youth Centre, Malaview and 5th St. 
Open to all girls. Grades 7 - 12. Wiener 
roast to follow registration. For in­
formation call 656-2271 or 656-1396. 35-2
CUSTOM FRUIT JUICING.
We pay $60.00 per ton 
for RIPE, Sound WINDFALLS. 
BEZZOLA'S Juice Ltd. 743-5393
32-tf
NOTICE TO MEMBERS OF 
SAANICH PENINSULA COM­
MUNITY RESOURCES SOCIETY, 
next meeting will be held in the office 
of Human Resources, Sidney: at 7:30 
p.m. Sept. 3rd. 35-1
CRAIGMYLE MOTEL. 2300 Beacon 
Avenue, 656-4441 now accepting 
bookings for winter rentals. Fully 
furnished suites with kitchenettes, 
colour T.V., cablevision, etc. 35-tf
flllCIliil'S
SiHViSi
16 CU. FT. REFRIGERATOR with 
freezing compartment. Good working 
condition. $35.00. 656-3020. 35-1
GQDD FINANCING
Absolutely Immaculate 
One owner, 2 Bdrrn. up plus 
one in fully developed 
basement. Large landscaped 
lot:Many extras. Owner ; 
moving ; toV interior:! Must be 
sold. Try your offer on Asking 
Price oL$4^500.00:, ;; / ; -
OFFICE AREA, AVAILABLE AUG. 
16, 1974, 530 sq. ft: in Professional 
Building at 9775 - 4th St., Sidney, 
Ground floor location, complete, vvith 
carpet, light fixtures and heat sup­
plied. Suitable "for professional 
practitioner, company offices etc.
■ with lease terms available. Apply Ste. 
304 - 9775 - 4th St., or Capital Regional 
Agencies Ltd., 2481 -Beacon Ave., 
’Sidney. / ^ 34-tf
for a factory trained specialist!
phone 65G-5114 
9967 - 7th Street Sidney, B.(
G.E. WRINGER-WASHER; Quebec 
heater with oven; canary cage with 
stand. 656-6090. 35-1
TEACHING COUPLE WITH 
^£ggyires:^2:' Bdrrn.V house.









Gouhtry living with suberbia 
conveniences., Short* distance 
from Sidney at 9498 
Greehglade: ; Tastefully 
deco r a t e d. C b n V e n i e n 11 y 
designed. This beautiful 7 
mos. old home boasts full 
basement. 4 Bedrooms, den 
and 2 bathrooms. Lovely 
fireplace, wall-to-wall car­
peting. Sundeck off 
diningroom overlooks treed 
back yard. Completely land­
scaped in quiet new Sub­





3 Bedi’oom full basement 
home only 2 years old. Wall to 
wall carpeting, fireplace, 
dining room, spacious kitchen 
with eating area, finished rec 
room, 61 X 130 lot that is all 
fenced and landscaped. Now 
vacant. MI-S 7416. Any offers 
on $45,000.
^ ■-:t''';S/-:':'EstateFbr'S^le:’:’':'
Lochside Waterfront over 1/3 ' 
acre. Flowers and shrubs 
galore, California bungalow 
with 3 Bdrms. (fourth down in 
full basement) picture window 
living room with fireplace, 
separte dining room and 
electric kitchen. Early 
possession. Low 80’s.








7115 WEST SAANICH RD.
USED FURNITURE, TV, 
APPLIANCES, TOOLS, 
MlSCEUANEOUS.
VIKING, DOUBLE OVEN RANGE. 
Barely used, fantastic broiler, white. 
Best price offered by Sept. 1st, 656- 
5818.
PUPPIES — CROSS BRED German 
Shepherd 8< Collie. $5.00 each. 656- 
4402. . 35-1
SAANICH PENINSULA AID TO 
PENSIONERS Group Handyman and 
Housekeeper Service to begin as of 
August 1st. Sidney Area. Monday, 
Tuesday, Wednesday , North Saanich - 
Thursday; Central Saanich, Friday. 
For further information Telephone 
652-2969,9a.m.-5p.m. 32-4
TWO, 30 INCH BOX SPRINGS and 
mattresses, also one 39 inch mattress; 
carpet sweeper; law/n mower; car 
vacuum cleaner. 656-4895. 35-1
SIDNEY BOOK EXCHANGE 
First St., Sidney, B.C.
973
25-'
BABY STROLLER, good 
$20.00. 656-1228.
Shape. 
: ■ 35 -1
TRCUBLED BY SOMEONE'S 
DRINKING? The Al-Anon Family 
iGroups Can Help you. 383-0415, P.O. 
Box. 654, Victoria, ' 35-4
BASEMENT/SUITE; in Sidney for 
single gentleman.. Phone R .C.M.P. 
Office 656-3931. ’ 35-1
SINGLE GENTLEMAN REQUIRES 
one room apartment with cooking 
facilities. Please phone 656-4310. 35-1
;CHECK OUR PRICES 
BEFORE YOU BUY OR 
SELL ANYTHING
FOR PROMPT FREE 
ESTIMATES PHONE 
652-1711
4 DRAWER bureau; $45; plain 
carpet, 9x 12, $25; 2 kitch^ chairs, 
$5.00; 2garden chairs, $5:00;656-5010. ’s
v/':'-,35-1 ■




MR; AND MRS. T.H. MCLEOD, AIT 
Bay, Road, Sidney, B.C. announce the 
marriage of their eldest daughter, 
Patricia Anne: McLeod, R.N. to Roy 
Costa, , which took place Saturday, 
August 3, 1974 at 3:00 p.m: in St. An­
drew's Church, Sidney, B.C. The Rev. 
Robert Sansom officiated. 35-1
MAN'S RED FLOATER COAT. Size 
40. Asnew.$20.00. Phone 656-2310. 35-1
FREE — KITTENS FREE TO GOOD 





We have several prospective 
buyers for homes up to 
in Sidney or
MALE AND FEMALE full time, 
building maintenance work available 






BABYSITTER FOR MONDAYS AND 
FRIDAYS. 9 a.m. - 4 p.m'! Starting 
beginning of September, phone 656- 




STEREO RADIO -RECORD 
PLAYER, s Gerard; B/W T.V. 
combination. 656-1507. 35-1
DO YOU HAVE A WILL? 
Does Your Spouse have a Will? 
Have your will drawn up at ■ 
NORFOLKTRUST 
1004 Blanshard Victoria, B.C. 
' Free Brochures Available 
384-9012
25-tf
9.5 CU. FT. FRONT LOADING DEEP 






Owner Wilt Dorman gives per­
sona! attention to a!,! orders 
PHONE 656-4754
WANTED
HONEY EXTRACTOR AND UN­
CAPPING KNIFE; boys' bicycle, 
racing 10 speed. 477-6164. 35 1
Sidney building permit values 
for July totalled $423,847. Permit 
values so far this year amount to 
$1,733,433. Residential building 
permits, including six houses, 
total $171,592.
WATHIIVIKW
Older 3 bedroom no step 
bungalow in lovely Deep Cove. 
12 X19 living room and 22 x 11 
kitchen and dining area. 
iKTcated on a well landscaped 




4 Bedrooms, L.R, with fire 
place, L. shape D.R. Kitchen 
with eating area - 2 bedrooms 
with4 pc-bath on main floor, 2 
bdrms, family room and 4 p-c- 
bath downstairs.
Owner transferred, early 
occupancy possible. For 
viewing please call 






I), F. Hanley Agencies Ltd.
SALES PERSON WANTED. Ex­
perienced In sporting goods and 
general hardware, Neal stock keeping 
necessary. Paid vacations, mer­
chandise discounts. Apply Macloods, 
Sidney. 35-1
tORRIEDALE RAM LAMBS. Im­
prove your flock with these dual 
purpose sheep, Top quality carcasses 
and excellent fleece for Ihe hand 
spinner.Contact Ted Baker, 598-6059,
33-3
LOST, GOLDEN RETRIEVER 
BITCH. 4 years old. Children's pet, 
Answers to Brora. Phone 656-2032, 
Reward. 35-1
SII)NF.Y|U,r.6()
2 Yr, old homo, 2 bdrmn plus :i 
down, L, R. w ilh R shaped D. H, 
Lovely kilclicn on quiet cul de- 
ant!. Owner transferred. For 
viewing plenso call.
(Wliailil WellH Hooker 652-36:11





Excellent 5 bedroom family 
home. Over 1900 sq. ft. of 
living apace. 2 full bothrooma. 
Cozy 2 bedroom cottag^ In the 
rear of this l acre properly. 20 
X IB storage ahod filua a 9 x 12 
garden ahed. Piped water plus 
well water. B009. Asking 
$90,500.
■ SIDNEY
Excellent retirement home 
only 1 block to Beacon Ave. 2 
bedrooms on main plus t 
down. baths. 2 fireplaces. 
Utility room. Lot la 72 x rJ5 






Spneious home on quiet cul de- 
80C in Brentwood. 2 blocks to 
achools and shops. Slone 
tlreplniic in living room, 
sumieck off dining room; 
kitchen with eating area. 3 
licdrooma • l'j bnthroornB, 
Full high basement with 
roughCd-ln fireplace and 
plumbing. Ready for 0(*- 
cuiwincy Oct, 15, hurry on this 
ono and ehooae your own 
carpet and colour schemes. 10 
percent financing.
6511-3921 Wells Hooker 65'2-36;< I
SKHVICKD LOT ~ IMNKTRKE
HI),
Beautiful half 




Unique half acre with Southeni 
ex|T08uro overlooking T.seheum 
II a r h our. $ 2 7 , 5 0 o .
IlHADFOUD CUL-DE-SAC 
ThiH large lot is well located in 
S id noy, \V 11 h i n e a .sy w a Ik i iig 
distance of shopping and schools. 
Therefore ideal for family or 
relivemont iionm, $27,500.
PART-TIME OR FULL TIME, ex-
perioncod proforrod but not essential. 
Apply In person Sidney Glass, 9812
Fourth, Sidney. 3-’’ '
WATKINS PRODUCTS
PROMPT DELIVERY .SERVICE 
NORMAN HULL ______ 656 4938
WANTED, TIMBER-ALL species 
including alder. Top prices paid, 478- 
2932. 6.»f
FEMALE TORTOISESHELL 
SPAYED CAT, Mills Road area. Gone 
throe months. Child's pel. Reward., 
656 1917. 35-1
SHIFTWORK ~ DAG MACHINE 
OPERATORS wanted lor training. 
Only residents Saanich Peninsula and 
persons Intorestod In permanent 
employment need apply. Ellehammer 
Inoustrlos Ltd, Phone 656.3911 bet- 
ween 6:00 ,9',00only. 35.2
FULLER BRUSH PRODUCTS 
PROMPT DELIVERY SERVICE 
NORMANHULl. 6,56-4938
WANTED TO RENT
winter. 65 6 5 345.
piano
WANTED, SALES CLERK AND 
DISPENSARY ASSISTANT, Full 
time, Sidney Pharmacy. 3.5.1
REQUIRE INTERESTED PERSON 
TO TRAIN as protesnionai prosser 
and spoiler, part time, allcrnoons, 
Apply '.ilylo: Tone Cleaners, 2432 
Deacon. 35 1
Miscellaneous
WATKH VIKW - DKKI* COVK 
.50 by in' ft. lot on Chalet Moad 
juKt tiorih of HIrcli. $13,()(io.
AVON
Can't Make Ends Moot? Got It all 
togoil'ior with iht,* money you make 
selling Avon Products lo (rleeds and 
neigi'bors. Good monev. No "soiling'' 
oxporkmce necessary, I'll loach you, 





WANTED, OABY SITTER, MY 
HOME by Soptombor 1st, Part time, 
one child, Phono 656 2266. 'IST
m AUTI FULLY tLOFRD AN D 
TRiltlll) tin? »cr*» (fftlUlPO OH W. 
6»*nlfli Rd., n®*r Deep Eovn corptr. 
Idi#al slHHlii-r»itlrt*ne« loeatton. 
tt0,(KXi, NO otitnlt or devotopdf* 
PhOfM (UuniAP) 741.9331, .w-t(
NiAR. NIIW; % iMdrm; Qumit




29,700 sq fl cholee com- 
iTiercial property fully ser- 
viced. Good fwtontial for retail 
Mores and oltlcca. In rapidly 
(iV.'iug itUCUt Fi icc $39,IKK) 
IIJS, For further information 
call
11511:11121 W ells U(H»J4 Cl 6,52. :ir.:jl
%
CLEANING LADY WANTED lour 
hours weekly for morlorn Sidhoy 
home, 6S6.28.i5 alter 6p.m, 35,1
mmMm
Estabitihod 1^26
TOPPINO AND FALLING TRCCS, 
Landscaping, Free ostimaiof., ,188- 
5m. ,30-il.
Sparlings
LAWN AND GARDEN 








(156 'an;' l Wells 11iH.iknr (152 '36:11
REAL ESTATE & 
INSURANCE
WILL CARE FOR TWO PRE­
SCHOOL CHILDREN, mv homo, five 
rtavs week tlrooklelrih Road o(f 







WILL OAOV SIT IN MV MOfyiB. am 
clilid, muil he luHy trained; Have two 
tWi’S Iftmoniiisand .Jyearsi, DOx No. 11 

























,irea Small femalr; c.at mo'itiv white 








: mncAmiLn ■ 'i-
Quality Mottt Cut, Wrapped 1 
for Home Froozorsi j
710B W. 8a«nl(ih 65a-1«82 |
CiUmtH Hug Wdiol
Batik Beads
Brentwofid Arts & Crafts
<183 tv, Saanich Bond 





7174 West Saanich Road 
652-2111 652.2022

















LANDSCAPING LTD, BBKNTVVOOt) MEIUTIANT.S,...
Raaidoniiol • Commercial 
& Golf Courae Construction




WALTER C, STAUO, 
P.M.C.V.
PiANOrUmNQ
Sell yoiit’ hiisiness 
throiiKh tills space. 
BIIONli: «5(5-Il5I





7105 W. Saanich 6S2.3143
uPNOLsrmv
All Repair* • Any size bnai and 




Consorvatories at Zurich 
and Vienna













WIN A 10‘SPEED BICYCLE 
ON DISPLAY WITH I‘U»- 
CHASE OF .ANV N,\B()n Ott 
SUNLIGHT PHODUCTS — 
GET FUl.I,, DETAIUS AT 
• DLSPLAV IN THE. HTOUli.
jai.
i




George William Hawkins, 1047-; 
Resthaven Drive, was fined S35i' 
in .Sidney provincial com; 
Monday, following his conviction 
Df operating a motor vehicl" 
while his blood-alcohol .level
BXC't; 11 ‘T < ♦it
With a crash of her gavel 
chool Board Chairman 
Rubymay Parrott ended the life 
(>t a Ily and caused several 
participants at the meeting 









0\ THE SIDNEY WH.\RF FOOT OF BEACON
AJAX
BACK IN FROM A HARD DAY’S CRUISING 
these senior citizens were among 32 who were taken 
around some of the closer Gulf Islands by members of 
the Saanich Peninsula Power Squadron. Giles 
Perodeau, commander of the squadron, said the 
cruise is an annual event and many senior citizens 
who haven’t been around our local waters are pretty 
happy to board the boats offered
While They Last
SOCKEYE SALMON
CANNING SPECIAL 25 LB.
OR MORE ONLY Hlb.
$1 40
BY THE WHOLE FISH I Lb.
The following
FULFORD HARBOR* TIDES







5.3 0740 9.2 1255 5.8 1925 10.3
WEATHER
is the Supplied




Home and Office Clean-.^'s 








Robert W. Roper, D.C.






TER MORS & SONS BOB PRATT
Electrical ContractingContractors Ltd.
6b6-2139 656-5040 New Homes —Rewiring Electric Heat
General Contracting Arlrlitions
1 1 Painting-Renovations 656-1833
ISl . \ND FRAMING
11 \ oil ni'i'il a hoii'U' liiiilt 
«all us.












Vi Pint n'** 
pint Ta-” 
Quart
m Tuiiuv.i.ia —r-.------ by the Atmospheric
meteorological report for the week Environment Service for the week 
ending Aug. 25 furnished by the ending Aug. 25.
Research Station, Sidney. _ Maximum Temp. (Aug. 23)
Maximum Temp. (Aug. 23-24) 7b r A,.n ->1^










Some people ihink the wlidle idea ol a long 
weekend ist to make it hiKt... and latit., . and laHit.
To fitrctch it out and Kquee/.e in every extra niinnte 
they Ciin.
Ho, they pompono the trip homo until du; last 
poFiKihle moment. 1 hen. to make up lot lost Jiroe. tlic> 
drive too fast and take nil kinds of unneei^ssnry 
clumceH, Chances that could coui them their liver..
Don’t he like tlie peotile who play the waiiine 
game, I.eavea lew iituirr early ihir 0,1,'ehi.rid, 1i il 
make your drive home a lot more pleaK.ani,
7\tid a lot wifer!
GOOUUKIVING.
MAKE IT A WAY OF LIFE.
A. MOTOR VEllltLI'. VIMjVNCII
OFMPT'OI'NIT Of TUANSI’OWT & COMMUMCAHONS
^ OT WlVnUM I Ol.l MHH
U iill to Wall. Itugs. 
W liter I'.\tr;ii tiou 





New Homes & Cabinets Custom build 
Remodeling - Additions and Repairs. 
Reasonable rates-Free estimates
PHONE 656-4915
PATRICK CUTTS LTD. 
BUILDERS & DESIGNERS 
Commercial & Residential 
Construction. Renovations 
& Alterations: 383-7916 
ACORN SWIMMING POOLS
Sidney Roofing
Roofing — Repairs 
iEavestroughs. Qualified 


























All Repairs-Any size Boat and 









Upholstery Vinyls in Stock 
6.56-1412
Beacon Plaza Shopping Center
UPHOLSTERY
REPAIRS RE-COVERING 




10651 McDonald Park Rd.










B.ACK HOE WORK 
CAT WORK 
TRUCKING








' Specializing in Hot Water 
Heating
10410 ALL BAY RD. SIDNEY 
. Phone 656-1580
For Fast Same E 
Service Call
PARKVIEW PLUMBING









SEPTIC FIELD INSTALLATIONS 







Levelling - Rolovating- 
Ploiighiiig- Movt iiig.
Phone6.5(1-36811. .
General Electronic Repairs 
2.W.M' <Bill) BAART::-y 
Specialist in Colour T.V 
Problems.
656-5313









Govornmonl cortilloci, tochrficion 
with 35 years experience in Elec-' 





















Poles attd Una Work
QUALITY WORKSMANSHIP 



























PAPER AND VINYL WALL 
COVERINGS
PAINTING CONTRACTORS 
DRY WALL REPAIRS 
656-4387 PHONE 656-5673
GORDON UREN








IN YOUR HOME 
Steam CarpeL& 
Upholstery Cleaning 
Specializing in Wall 
ToWall&Shag 
' , '^477-3414
A.L. (Len( CUSDEN 
SAW FILING & :
TOOL GRINDING r 
Scissors Sharpened • 
Light Repair Work ■
2440V MalaviewyAve.: 
656-4068 Sidney, B.C.













■ T. R. sii'fT""
eeectiucian 




Eh''H h' Ih'tilhni 







19 years experience 
656-4368 .
SIDNEY GUSS




loMiraiire Uttinti. ITonipiiy Handled 
98r2 l‘’oHi'th Phone 6.56-1313
SEA BREEZE INN
0710 Foiirih BL 
I'lih and Uhlp« our Sireclalty
-:':V”,:^^:050-162I'';v:
\, ScrvlcC”:V ■
Fhmr Care - Wimlowa - 




1 HAR LEE FOODS




(k KAST.SAANICH RD. 
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FACILITIES FOR PENINSULA DIVERS COMING TO BRENTWOOD
Saanich Peninsula scuba 
divers won’t have to travel to 
Victoria to buy air any more with 
the establishment of an air 
station at the Brentwood Inn.
Milte Keepence, owner of tlie 
inn, said a $10,000 compressor 
will hopefully be filling tanks by 
the end of August 
Divers will be able to arrive at
the inn by car or boat and get 
their tanks filled seven days a 
week between 6 a.m. and mid­
night, he said. '
Keepence said the hotel will 
also be operating a weekend 
charter service on a 36-foot boat 
which can carry up to 18 people 
including two guides. There will
Saanich Peninsula Fishing 
News In The Review
be two dives a day Saturdays and 
Sundays for $7 a person or $10 
with air.
Smaller boats can ac­
commodate four to eight people, 
he added.
Change rooms, washrooms and 
showers will hopefully be in­
stalled at the hotel in the near 
future, he said.
The Brentwood area is “the 
main place’’ to dive around the 
peninsula, Keepence said, and
the scuba diving community on 
Saanich Peninsula is rapidly 
growing.
The owners of the inn will be 
accommodating divers in con­
junction with the owners of 
Brentwood Boat Rentals, next to 
the hotel.
The company was recently 
purchased from Bruce Bateman 
by the GeisbreCht family of 
Edmonton.
Manager John Geisbrecht said
his family is hoping to get some 
rubb^v boats to rent to divers. 
Divers are currently renting 
normal fishing boats.
The company will likely pur­
chase one or two 18-foot Zodiac 
boats with 15-horse power motors 
and buy more in the future if the 
response from local divers is 
good, he said.
The company has tentative 
plans to change the existing 
repair shop to a scuba shop and 
build a new repair shop, 
Geisbrecht said.
Brentwood Boat Rentals is 
doing a lot of business with 
divers, he said, and more 
facilities are needed on the 
peninsula.
Fishing in Deep Cove fell off 
early this week, said Steve 
Hyldig of Deep Cove Marina, 
after killer whales passed 
through the area.
Until' then, however, “just 
about everybody was getting 
fish," Hyldig said, average size 
about three to four pounds.
The odd coho is being caught up 
to nine pounds.
Wain Rock, Moses Point and 
Coal Point are the best locations 
— and almost any lure will do.
Springs from three to 22 pounds 
and coho up to eight pounds have 
been taken near Brentwood, 
according to Doug Lindal of 
Brentwood Boat Rentals.
Fishing with 225 feet of line and 
twelve-ounce weights, herring
strip, minnows, Krippled K and 
Crocodiles have been successful.
This week’s sunrise and sunset 
times: ,
Wednesday (August 28) - rise, 
6:24, set 8:04.
Thursday - rise, 6:26, set, 8:02. 
Friday - rise, 6:27, set, 8:01.
IWE BUY AND SELL EVERYTHtNGl
Highest Cash Paid for Used Furniture 
Appliances Tools What Have You.
OPEH EVERY DAY mCLODIHG SUHDAY
Saturday - rise, 6:29, set, 7:59.* 
Sunday - rise, 6:30, set, 7:57. 
Monday -rrise, 6:31, set, 7:54. 
Tuesday - rise, 6:33, set, 7:53. 
Wednesday - rise, 6:35, set, 
7:51.
HE BARGAIN HOUSE




New Owner JIM GILES
former manager of Radio Shack at 
K-iait Shopping Centre
Sidney Aid. Peter Malcolm is 
back from two weeks’ holiday on 
Salt Spring Island.
pyBLIC MiEfINGS
Concerning people empl^ed as 
farm workers or domestic help.
Trustees To Study Holidays
j?.
Certain staff members of 
Saanic Peninsula School District 
■ may be able to ‘have fun in the 
siin’ during ■ the cold winter 
months if School Board Chair­
man Rubymay Parrott has her 
way.
Parrott, at a regular board 
meeU^
like to set up a committee to l«M>k
V of staff
holidays- She ^id there were 
“peak peri<Mis of ne^’’andit had 
caused “embarrassment” 
recently when senior ad­
ministrative staff had been away 
when their services were 
required.
She noted also that there wre 
several principals and teachers 
wo “spend a good deal of their 
time inthe schools during 
holidays.”
It isn’t fair, she said that some 
staff members can get a clear 
three to five weeks holidays while 
none at all. ;
“We’re working on a 12-month 
schod; year;’’'she;; said.
' ta use of
schools during the summer and 
someone has to assume
Trustee Ann Foerester 
suggested if schools were run on 
a 12-month basis ten students new 
f to a district could be counselled 
: and registered in August rather
on the first day Of school.
As it is the whole first week of 
school is lost, she said.
Parrot said if the school board 
assigned staff holidays then
people couldn’t walk away from a 
job leaving it hanging in limbo 
until their return. Authority could 
be delegated arid work could 
' carry^on.,,
Trustees agreed to set up a 
committee to investigate staff 
holidays and Walter Tangye was 
appointed chairman.
The Select Standing Committee on Labour and Justice will 
be holding meetings around the province in October to look 
into the status of farm and domestic workers in British' 
Columbia. Current labour legislation such as the right to 
organize, the right to worker’s compensation and including 
farm and domestic workers under the present Minimum 
Wage Act will be discussed. ‘
An announcement about the meeting in your area will be 
appearing in a few weeks.
Enquiries may be directed to:
Mr. Colin Gabelmann 
Chairperson
Select Standing Committee on Labour and Justice 
Parliament Buildings 
:Victoria, British Columbia
Welcomes all Central Saanich, Sidney, 
^ Horth Saanich Customers 
to His Hew Store
A a a A A A A A.A^A A A A A A » a A Jf ft m B, A .A A AJA fii fl B IL. JLiAiifi. P—
DAYS A WEEK
Hitachi Quasar
'k COLOR & B/W TV, Stereo & Electronics
HaAiH Floor-^EDICAL-OpTAL BLDG. 4th ST. 





















Boys 100% Cotton Bo>s Nylon T-Shirt
T-Shirts
Long Sleeve For Fall, 








Canadian Flag on White T Shirt 















NOTICE Is hereby given that 
crtHlitors and oUierii hjivlng 
claims against tko estate of 
MARJORIE PH YULIS 
‘ SCOTT, doccii sod, formerly ot 
1(»6 Clayton Road, H,H. L, 
Sidney, Brltlflli Columbin, arc 
hereby required to send Utent 
to tliic undersigned executors 
at the nffice of their Holicitor, 
S,S. I»enny. P.O. Box 2187, 
Sidney, Writi.sh Columbia, 
I b('fWL-„l}ie 3t»l'h day of Stp-. 
tamber, 1974, niter wlticli date 
the Executoru will diatrlbute 
the said Estate among tive 
l«irtle» entitled thereto having 
reglawl only to (lie eliilms ef 
which tlwy then have nolice, 





Dark Colors For Fall, 
Shoulder Straps
Assort Novels
Childrens Double Knit • 2 Way Stretch
Pant & Top Set
Regular Values 
to 80* ea.
for Outstanding Value For Back To Schdol
4«k
Balsam 










Zipper Front Opening 
Permanent Press S.M.L
large'OeLOiiitid bdifts Nylon 11 China Cups A






; WESTERN 'FAMILY- 16;OZ. '
SALAD DRESSING 59*
WESTERN,FAMILY;'
MARGARINE „.53* 1 1
: KRAFT/SMOOTH
PEANUT BUHER
; 48 OZ. TIN..
WELCHES
99*GRAPE JUICE
LARGE 40 oz. BOTTLE
1 PLUMROSE DANISH
HAbU 1 LB. TIN
LIQUID
SUNLIGHTW H H 24 oz. 63*
; , DETERGENT ' ; ^ ^
KING.SIZE;5 LB.
, DISHWASHER ■: '
^-ALL'':^''-' V






: ;' LARGE, JUMBO'' f ■ ■ ■ 1
1 ORANGES 10*
['■ ' "" EACH' ' '
1 Party Ice mock ICC
HAVE AN.ICE DAVI; ;
-H
Review
SM^IOT FALL FAIB SUPPLEPEiT
Wednesday, August 28, 1974
IT'S SAAMicH Fall fair Time aeaim r(
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fHm&lBS 
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2046 Kmting Cross Road 
Pjione652-1121
li' ,
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THE SIDNEY
PAINT PEOPLE
WISH YOU ALL THE BEST AT THE
FAIR
The Peninsula’s ONLY Paint Factory
ERICA CHECKS HER STOCK
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FOLK SINGERS will again be featured at the Fair, 
tertainment in the Band Shell
A new and interesting stall at 
the Saanich Fair this year will 
feature a display of produce and 
demonstration of organic gar­
dening sponsored by C.A.S.E. 
(Citizens Association To Save 
The Environment.)
There will be an organic 
vegetable and fruit display and 
resource people will be on hand to 
explain the techniques and 
methods of organic gardening.
A spokesman for C.A.S.E., 
Gwen Mallard, said members of 
the organization were concerned 
tlwt people acquire a knowledge 
of the old skills and learn how to 
make do with basic tools.
"We would like to see com­
munities set up where people are 
not dei>ci>ilcnt on services from a
central dairy or supermarket but
ratlHsr have acquired tlie skills 
necessary to become self- 
reliant," she said.
There will be someone on hand 
to discuss composting, how to 
iHiild a rot>l cellar, Im>w to grow a 
garden without the use of 
chemicals, canning and frwzlng, 
the nvitritlonal values of fooils, 
weaving and quilt making, 
candle making and soap making.
Mrs. Mallard said O.A.H.E. 
members arc planning a Fall 
Fair of Utclr own to furlher 
amplify what they will be 
displaying and demoiuitrating at 
the Saanich Fair, This will he 
iMdd at the Saanich Fairgrounds 
for two days on Urn Tlwnksgiving 
, wtHjkend.
Compliments to the 
1974 Saanich Fall Fair
Saanich Orchards Ltd.
BETTER APPLES - BETTER PRICES
Merv. Hurst & Bob McMurty - Props.
Telephone 652-20091412 White Road
383-1121
Forty Cars
To Serve You Better
Hoaiing the Peninsula 






9769 Second St. 656*11-<15
Best Wishes to the Fall Fair.
Mitchell 









Everything for the Honie Builder
Wed
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Continiioiis Entcrteinniciit For Throe Days
If you really want to enjoy the 
l()()th annual Saanich fall fair, 
advises Fair Manager Henry 
Robinson, mingle with the crowd, 
meet your friends and see all the 
exhibits, for you will be seeing 
things you won't see anywhere 
else.
He said the fair is not designed 
to provide continuous en­
tertainment in one spot. Rather 
it is designed in such a way that 
to experience what it is all about 
you must move.
■Judging in tho main hall begins 
at H;30 Saturday morning but is 
closed to the public. Items such 
as fruit, flowers and vegetables, 
preserved foods, ladies’ work, 
household arts, junior section, 
cereals, forage and field roots,
Monday at 11:00 a.m., 2:00 p.m.
and 4:30 p.m.
Sunday there will be judging of 
the horses halter classes at 8:00 
a.m. and a horse show-junior 
and senior Western Day—both 
open to the public.
There will be a pumpkin 
contest display Iseside the Band 
Shell at 10:00 a.m. and a pumpkin 
weigh-in and prize for guessing 
the heaviest pumpkin at 1:00 p.m.
A first this year at the Saanich 
Fair will be an original children’s 
play, written specially for the 
fair, and put on by the Peninsula 
Players. This may be seen at the 
Band Shell Sunday afternoon.
Fun for-everyone are the farm 
games which begin at 2:00 p.m. 
and which include the hilarious
‘Most Beautiful Cow Contest’. 
‘Kgg Throwing Contest’, 
‘Whcllbarrow Race’, ‘Heaviest 
Pumpkin Contest’, Pumpkin Pie 
Contest’ and ‘Children's Contest 
For Best Carved Hallowe’en 
Pumpkin F’ace’.
Sunday the main hall opens at 
noon.
Monday morning there is an 
opportunity to see a lot of 
judging, all open to the public.- At 
8:00 a.m. there will be horse 
halter classes, 9:00 a.m. 4-H 
achievement dairy section, 10:00 
a.m. horse show, English events 
as well as the judging of sheep 
and goats, and at 11:00 a.m. the 
judging of Ayrshire Cattle, 
followed at 1:00 p.m. by the 
Continued on Page 5/1
Congratulations on Your 106th Fair 
From All The Gang at
SIDNEY 656-5331
REDDI-CHEF






Best Wishes to the Saanich Fall Fair
652-1414
MIDWW lilDIOS for the yountt and not fairf^roujids Saturday, Sunday and 




photography art and eggs will bo 
judgotl and as soon as tho judging 
is uvor tho hall will bo upon to tlu- 
|)ulilio.
At'.iaio poultry and ralibils and 
4-H .Aohiovomont t'lassos liool. 
arts & orafts and gardon oliili.
poultry, gnat and slu'op soo- 
tions ’\\'tU bo jtidgod and will bo 
opon to llto ptililic. An hnur talnr 
judging of tho junior horso show 
w ill hogin! I'onovvrd at lt);30 by 
tho judgirtg of hoof caillo. 
•hidging of bool oalllo will enn 
tinno at I i3ti p in.
Tho Highland Events U'gin al 
Vi;30 at the Band Shell and will 
(’ontiniio all day. At 8:(Mi in tho 
evening Ihero will 1k' a sfiuare 
dance ernniH'lition al Iho Band 
Shell for those who want to see 
some first idass emintry eounlry 
dancing.
A inrrst popular event is the 
working (llsplay of old-time 
miHthiniTy which .‘darts at 2;(Mi 
and conflnnes to4:0d p.m, on both 
Saturday and Sunday and on
BEST WISHES FOR THE 
106th FALL FAIR
Four Top Stylists To Serve You
978$ Fourth SI. 656-3121
2305 Beacon Ave. 656-3613
Best Wishes
and Qood Luck 
to Saanich Fall Fair
LOCAL BUTCHERS
tKuhoc JEjoufie iSift ^Ijoppe
WSaB HoMton AvfrtUP, Sirtn*v, B,C. 05«-323,a
IkUeek Cryml Jeweller}' Local Handcraft 
Beswick Doulton Souvenirs Collector's Items 
Coalfwrt Hummel China Wedding Invitations 
LIONEL, a RUTH WAHDU:
Where Moat la A Specialty Not A Sideline 
Proudly aorving the Peninsula since 1910
656-65012437 Beacon
Wednesday, August 28, 1974




Don’t miss the Rotarian Midway
656-1731
[■■Pw ;
Best of Luck to 
Saanich Fall Fair 19/4
yaliev View Gardens
Sylvia Hutt
7013 E. Saanich Rd. 652-1540
Plants the Year Round are Our Specialty
r < ' 1 > ' • " ■■■
, ' ■ ■ -3'«
si '
Best Wishes For Saanich Fall Fair




West Saanich Rd. At Wallace Drive 
PHONE 652-1041
All The Best... 




2459 BEACOM AVE. 656-3633
.i? ■'V " ''lr -4
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Success to the 1974 Fair
Since 1887 in beautiful Saanich
PEMBERTON HOWIES 
Limited
Continued from Pa Re 4 A 
judging of llolstcins and .Jer­
seys, . ' ,
Hand Shell entertainment at
]-.i0 pm-
feature a local Victoria group 
called “Hedvving" playing 
bluegrass and country 
Over people enjoyed the
grand parade last year and 
manager, Henry Hobinson thinks 
l(\S more wit) be watching it this 
veai . negiimingai:t: l^:'”*'tata;r 
i.ndt.eller parade" this year will 
start at the far end ol the iair 
giDuutl;-, ceivic avomui the mam 
buildings and pass in front of the 
fraud stand where a eomnieiitarv 
will Ire given,
.\ii the various itcclionf ol the 
lair will lieVeenresentC'd phis ;m 
())ien rHH'lion Vbrdhc public wiiieli 
will lealiire afittbiu' "iir.H, aronp- 
cxhtbil.s and decorated bikes,
There wdl be an iuiclion sale 01
her*! and laniii at •'»: t-'i and a lallle 
draw at the llariil Shtdl -d ndtu
'lliv lair riff if ialiy dose s; a i a: or 
j, td iii,it .ni ai'lcUnn'sale wd! p't 
■ i!add'v.;(y:admsi)}yibter 'i’din d all 
larrit v)rt:.duc-Mrn!V: the' mam haH 
iimiigi-ci'! t(w' dire'" d;o f th- 
; nndw.tv vm, be-' operated eum 
.timmu-t;, iroip , a '-“i ■ a n.,^ mdi
i'|n‘ ii'i-;' iln'ie' f,.<\ ne-vf liddumi'i tm
' , I-,.'-' ,';V:di df a ."iim neufe , -e
animated display. ^
Concession booths will be 
operated bv the Royal Canadian 
Legion Branch No. 37. Sunset 
Hiding Club. Brentwood Boy 
Scouts. Saanichton Horne & 
School, t-'entral Saanich I.ions 
and the Hornets Football Club,
The Sidney Uolary Club will 
again operate gambling con-
ce.ssions. .
'I’he dining room, run by ibc 
Saanich Fair Sociely, wdl be 
oiK'n almost continuously serving 









the Fall Fair every Success
OPEN 7:30 a.rn.-11 tOO p.m.
Beacon Avo, ■ Sidney
at the Fall Fairly,
We Extend Our 





SUCCESS TO THE 
1974 FALL FAIR
:; METROh d::; 
ALFA ROMEO
CARS & TRUCKS
' 2547 Boacon rAvb 65tc1 Sjf 'h 2360JEAC0ki
656‘-431t
Wednesday, August 28, 1974
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fArM AN all types—from rabbits to prize bulls—seem to hold a special attraction for youngsters
Salute to
With the price of eggs these 
days you just might be a winner 
... if you don’t end up a loser with 
yolk in your eye.
That’s tlie chance you take 
when you enter the egg throwing 
contest at the Saanich Fair Farm 
Games.
And you have lo be on your toes 
evem if you’re a spectator for 
rumour has it that some eggs 
don’t reach their intended mark 
and land in the audience instead.
Safer perhaps is the ‘beautiful 
cow contest’ where all that is 
reijuired is to drws Bessie in her 
finest going-to-church attire and 
jwrade her before the judges.
If you’re hail and hearty 
iwrhaps the ‘whcHilbarrow race’ 
would Im' more your line Just get 
the slickest wheelbarrow you can 
find, and Ihe skinniest (x?rson you 
know, put them iKith together and
race toward the finish line, li the
jiei'Kon’s still in the ’harrow at the 
end of Ihe race, you'll be a winner
And then there are pumpkins. 
Have you got a hig. big. heavy 
immpkin'r Kater the 'heaviest
jninipklnconiesl'.:
; Fun you : bake ; a": pie? :' Well : 
iieiUier 'cad 1, iiUl Tin catering 
the I'kirnr Gan»*.N 'inimiilvin' pie 
COtUe;.t\ ■ j
■ ' ’ And ttien there's the 'cfijldreU's 
' best ed n.,,!lnwt'M'n t>um).tkin 
V iirrt- ci/nU-s'’. ami witli.ie - knife
, ami h titrif.''u\!..suinr!i'i«n. .'great 
■ , iiinsi' ,, jm'e.y la'* i.a'v'.ited
iSii .;?ari'e,,it*'''.e,i ei' Jij.e vi..Uii' Ue.'
■ FavE'.) (iiar.vs, .SuiMiay .it r'.Cit) 





«w* a & Chinese Food 
■■e OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
restaurant ^ ^ ^
TvTOrREALTORS
SUCCESS TO THE 1974 FAIR
Holloway’s 
Flower Shop
2493 Beacon home delivery 656-3944
All the Best for the 1974 Fall Fair
Cornish’s
We Specialize in Good Flowers and 
Good Service - Fresh Arrivals Each Day








Best Wishes for a Successful Fair
Bnjpy Quiet Comfort In A Modern 
Soasido Hotel
Satma
'Always Something Aitt'activaly Difforent”
, F'all ClothOb'An'iviviiy Di:dly ...
I'WlI IMriinii i•ac{!^Uces
7105 W, Softnich , ub;.'"41 •*>... I 2537 Beacon hm.
w
pc
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ROTARY CLUB TO OPERATE GAMBLING
Dear to the heart of every 
gambler, young and old, are the 
‘games of chance’ at the Fall 
Fair.
The Sidney Rotary Club’s ‘Gay 
Way’ will provide lots of op­
portunities to win that special
Panda for a special girl or 
whatever may catch the eye and 
be taken with a little skill and 
chance.
This year, once again, there’ll 
lie the gambling wheels, fish 
ponds, nickle toss, panda pitch.
bottle toss and bingo games.
They will be operating during 
the three days of the fair from 
gate ojwning to gate closing.
All proceeds go to community 
projects sponsored by the Sidney 
Rotarv Club.




‘THE HOME OF THE SPORTSMAN”
656-43932451 Beacon Ave.
V'-: 'Ii'■■-.f
* ' " f oviri tifapt'? Society will be demonstrated each
Best Wishes From 






2372 BEACON AVE. 656-3621
Room
For a taste treat try the fair
dining room organized by the 
North ami South Saanich 
Agricultural S(xiiety.
“Last year we, served a 
thousand lunches. 700 afternoon 
leas and4(Kl dinners", said Henry 
Robinson, fair manager ’’And 
this year 1 expect there will be
more."
BEST WISHES FROM 
ALL OF US AT
SIDNEY TIRE LTD.
"YOUR COMPLETE TIRE CENTRE"
65648119817 RESTHAVEN OR.
During the three day.s, 
Robinson said, 1127 pies were 
(ievoured and this year he has 
ordered 2Mi,
Coneratulations to 




The menu includes; hreakfatU
lunch
- chicken dinner (Sunday • or 
choice of lumD and pie, afternoon 
ten-"C‘SomelhinB we're, famous 
for"! and tuipptJr - meal pie, 
vegetables and ice ere.am.
ISLAND FARMS DAIRIES 
CO-OP ASSOCIATION
OwottcS »nd by V»ncouv»r Ittandl lRir-
The dining room in open almost 
continuously with a slight break 







Extends Good Wishes For
A Successful Fair




9813 - Srd St 656-2945
See our
The Saanich Peninsula Credit Union Extends go^





SKRVING SAANICH I'KMNSULA Si GULF ISLANDS 
.Sidney; IMu»n»>(i.'>(l lllG 
Itri niwnod Hay rimtu* (iSi-t 1 HI 
Royal Oak IMiniic: 17!l-lli:n
siudhotirnt* l*hoin‘ t77-‘.HV(it 
Congratulations to the Fall Fair
SAANICH
Lm
9807 FIFTH STREET, SIDNEY, B.C. 
656-3111
SErrVING SIDNEY
CENTtrAL SAANICH NOHTH SAANICH
Wednesday, August 28, 1974
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FILLED WITH FLOWERS, the main hall on the 
Saanichton Fairgrounds is always one of the most 
colourful places at the Fair; Baked goods, f^eseryes 
and other examples of the homemakers art can be 
found next door, while paintings and photography
exhibits are displayed in the rear oi the main bpiimng.^ 
Downstairs, volunteer members of the Agricultural
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The better idea people
COHGRWULATIONS TO THE 106th SftftMICH FALL FAIR
- I <
;iiii
26” Color Control 




25” Color^ TV . . "
99 per cent Solid State 
Warnut Consul Cabinet
20” Solid State Modular Color T V. - AFT 
Walnut Finished Cabinet 
Mfg. Sugg. List $869 
with trade
195

















*299“ SpeakersSolid State 100 percent >375“





I Layaway plans? Free 
' Delivery? Hometown 
I Spirit...Bigger «i Better 
1 Savings? We aim to 
1 please You!
more FAMOUS BRANDS MORE PARKING
656-3724
The ones you want
...always: available' to'' 656-3032
you.
Fre;e space...And lots of 
It,.,near shopping areas. 
'■ No.; fuss!''
VI
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FAIR MANAGEMENT A FULE^^TiME SGM
. ; :
'isi. ■ ,
Henry Robinson has been 
manager of the Saanich Fall Fair 
for the past nine years and he 
thinks it may be his last year in 
, that capacity.
■ “It has become almost a full­
time job,” said Robinson, “and if 
they can find a man who can 
handle it, 1 may just retire.”
He thinks a new man might 
come up with some new ideas and 
try doing things a little diF 
ferently which would be of benefit 
to the Fair. But judging from the 
reaction of his co-workers and the 
enthusiasm of Robinson himself 
the Society would be hard- 
pressed to find a new man to fill 
Robinson’s shoes.
Robinson said planning for the 
next year’s fair begins two weeks 
after the current fair closes.
“We spend a couple weeks on 
clean-up and then we begin 
revising plans for next year’s 
fair.” laughed Robinson.
He said there are “an awful lot 
of people who put in an awful lot 
of work” to make the fair suc­
cessful.
■ “There are thousands of hours 
of unpaid labour,” exclaimed 
Robinson.
fie
He said there were ap­
proximately 170 members in the 
North and South Saanich 
Agricultural Society which run 
the fair. He had special praise for 
the junior membership who run 
the. junior section and are “a 
wonderful bunch of kids.”
“Anyone who says' young 
people are not working these 




(’ARE'AND FEUDING Of- 
a calf isn’t all just fun and 
games--even the most 
onthusiaBtic handler needs 
time out for a rest and g 
bite to eat.
Wednesday, August 28, 1974
SIDHEY RENTALS LTD,
RENTALS ARE YOUR BEST BUY
9773 5th St. 656-5541
As well as managing the 
Saanich Fall Fair Robinson has 
also served as president of tne 
B.C. Fairs Association for the 
past two years and chairman of 
the B.C, Listed Fairs.
We Extend
our Best Wishes to the
FALL FAIR
BUST’S JEWELLERS
2443 Beacon Ave. - Sidney
Best Wishes 
for the 1374 Fall Fair
SIDI^EY 
TAXI GO. LTD











Resthaven to 10 p.m.
Bait
Drive









,' Dealor ': - ■
Gxtmds Best Wishes to 
Smnlch Fall Fair
Fatricla Bay Highway 
■ 652-17S2 :
inwiM
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Takes Great Pleasure in 
Congratulating the North and 
South Saanich Agricultural 
Society in their 106th Fair 
Aladdin Travel
Serving the Peninsula, Sidney
Saanich and Gulf Islands 550.5561
2442 Beacon Ave.




Expert Service For All Appliances 
2388 Beacon Ave. 656-3422
Best Wishes to
' « w,LL CLOSE at 7 p.m. produce displayed throughout the Urree 







The theme of this year's T06th “That way nobody^
lal fall Saanich fair is -whose judging and they don t p
“arms World" on a special olfort lust for die
President of the fair, J- Looy judge. , iroohv
said- “At this year’s fair we Robinson explained the irop y
salute farmers around the is given ;salu^^^ ' suitability to the; theme and
continued in his message in courtesy of attendants. ^He 
the 1^1 Sramme: “The related an incident which l«p-
_ - I Farmer works hard for long pened a couple of yeare ago w^
^ ” hours and in all kinds of weather the judge nearly^gave h^t pi izc
^ to induce the world’s food to a section but changed his mind
1 , at the last second.
"Taragcr ot Iho fair, Henry ■■Tho OKhibil was clean, te
Robinson told The Review the animals , well-groomed, -
iPo;,. rnntpniiial Troohv disolav excellent and just before
Judge
Winner
2474 Beacon Ave. 656-4814
Congratulations 






to Saanich Fail Fair
Rnhitvron told The Revie  the ani als, ew-Ki
Saanich Fair Cente n p y p y ^
will be awarded to the section the judge awarded first prize he
will Ihe best display depicting went back for a second look, 
the theme of the fair and per- said Robin-son. _ - ^
tainine to the individual section. “The lady in charge of th 
He'Lid all 25 sections will be section dug her ^
comucting and that only twice in (unbeknownest to her) judge s 
rSry of the fair has the ribs and^ told him to ^ move
trophy been won by the same saying can 1 you see wc n
^'^'he” iudge is chosen by Needless to say, the prize was 
Robinson but he remains awarded to someone else, con- 





Good wishes to the Fair
SLEGG 
LUMBER
Otir Sincere Congratulations 
to
Directors and Members 




We Number Many Of Them As Our 
Valued Customers
Flint Motors Ltd.




■ Serving the 
Saanich Poninsula 
with the
' - ; Bosr/n. Lumber / / m
A Complete Building Service
q'r ■ '.656-1125
2764 Frh” b»i. - .
'RE IN ' • "- '■
ii
24 hour service
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STILL
A BARGAIN
Admission to the Saanich Fair 
will be up slightly over last year, 
the first increase since 19G7 fail- 
manager Henry Robinson an­
nounced.
He said the increase was 
necessary in the light of sub­
stantially higher taxes which will 
have to be paid this year and 
“generally increased costs all 
along the line.”
Axdult admission will be $1.50, 
senior citizens $.75, ages 13 - 15 
$.75 and children under 12 free.
A three-day ticket may be 
obtained for $3.00.
People are free to come and go 
as often as they want on any 
particular day as long as they 






For the first time at the' 
Saanich Fair the Vancouver 
Island Regional Library, Sidney 
branch will be holding a display 
and book sale.
They will be selling surplus 
copies of both hardcover and 
paperback books frorh all 
branches of the regional library, 
at ‘reasonable prices’ a library 
spokesman assured The Review. ■ 
“It wiU l>e much like the sale at 
Sanscha Hall held last Fall,” she
IJP And OVER. A horse show held in conjunction with a : sale will go on for






& insurance Agency Ltd.
REAL ESTATE, INSURANCE. MORTGAGES 
652-1141
Bob Jones - Len Walson 
C.D. Buckle 
Murray Rothschild 
David Wood Rose Rose
Best Wishes From. 
Boy and staff
There will h(' appro.ximately 
$15,0(1(1 in prize money offered at 
tlie annua) Fall Fair this year, 
>aid lair managt'r. Henry 
Robinson.
Roy’s Chevron Service
"The Saaiii(‘hlon Fair is Iln- 
biggest elass U fair m Western 
Canada,” he .said, ' '
Oievron
Robinson, ex|)lained a class B 
lair IS any lair offering more lli.an 
$3,(100 ill agrh’uUural pri,/e 
incmev.
As well as pri?e mo«c>- there 
are also a mimher of trophie.s and 
rjlilains awuvdcii. "
24 Hour Tovjlng 
Complele AutomoUwe Repairs
10305 Patricia Bay Highway 
' SIDNEY^',
Phhne: .Day 656-1149 - Night 656-3461
Best Wishes to Fall Fair
SIDNEY GLASS
SCREENS FOR DOORS AND WINDOWS 
GUSS OF ALL KINDS
Locally Owned And Operated
9812 4th St,
Not Just Durin'j The Fair... 
But All The Year Around 
Our Ovens
Turn Out High Quality Baking
Sidney Bakery
656-1012
We wish the Fair every Success
DOUGLAS VOLKSWAGEN LTD 
PORSCHE - AUDI
Widest selection in new and used Volkswagens. 
Used domestics and imports. Diagnostic 
Centre. Courtesy cars.
3329 Douglas St. 388-5466
Congratulations to Fall Fair
A
SIDNEY 2475 BEACON ME. 656-4724
BEST WISHES 




Congratulations to Saanich Fair
SATELLITE
FRESH FISH DAILY
Foot of Beacon Avenue 656-2642
, " Have a,,Good Day S „
THE COPPER KEHIE
LUNCHEON SPECIALS DAILY
2355 BEACON WE. S56-3191
,# ■ # m W 
f / # vlPf'ilt'
^ ' ''i ■ * t .If■' y,"ij';
J* * f li' '1' .-J
, ■ ,#“■ '4 ■ ,, . y'-
y.'" ■ dd"' ■ ' ' d ' . $44
,1 . ' .,-7 " , '.f'-r ... , '•
SAANIC H FALL FAIU SI FPl.EMFNT I’afio F!A
scrapes, cuts, and bruises that seem to
" TEERS wm be on duty throughout the happen whenever large crowds of peop .






Of special interest at this 
year’s fair will be the Peninsula 
Players’ presentation of an 
original children’s play, written 
bv a 21-year-old Sidney woman, 
Colleen Jacobsen.
The play is essentially a fan­
tasy for children with an appeal 
to people of all ages, a Peninsula 
Players spokesman said. It could
25©
be likened to Aesops Fables. an abstract or graphic form of
There will be eight characters trees. ^ ^
in the play which will run for The play will be held on Sunda> 
about 20 minutes. Costumes will and Monday afternoon ^
be very simple and the setting is Band Shell.
Warm Congratulations 
to Saanich Fall Fair
Sidney Movers 
Sidney Freight Service Ltd
WiU
Participale
'rhere will beabout25L l-H Club 
members from 13 clubs from all 
over the Island participating in 
this year's fair.
Over 130 animals of ono kind or
another will be presented for 
judging, fair manager Henry 
Hobinson told Tho Heview.
“These are animals the 
children have raised them­
selves. said Hobinson.
Club, members will also have 
edticational exhibits.
On Mtmday at -I MS most of the 
•Mi steers and lambs will be sold 
by auction.
23 REGINA ST. 656-4122 385-4831




2495 Beacon Ave. 656-2811
Best Wis'hes and Success










Success to the 
1974 Fair
OX Paving Co. ltd. 





Sand, Gravel, Fill 
Demolition
Rusiness Ol’fice ‘.IHC-iVt I t 2840 Nanaimo St.
Dispatch Office :l82^1i:ir. ■ 2720 Turner St. I
Victoria, B.C.










921 Yates St. 386-7S94
Wednesday, August 28, 1974
yei
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“READY, SET...THROW”—And eggs go This delicate event is part of the
flying in the egg-throwing competition. Games held in conjunction with the Fair.
Rotari
of over three-quarters of a miilionjnen from
in a
bond of friendship and fellowship that can 
be expressed in one word—“others”. Our 
motto of “Service Above Self” exemplifies
other in the community in which we serve.
THE FOUR-WAY TEST
This is a few of the many projects 












Rotary Puerto Valarta 
Scholarships 
Adventure in Citizen
Of the things we think, sajf or do
i. Is it the TRUTH?
Is it FAIR to all concerned?
:i. Will it build GOODWILL and BETTER 
FRIENDSHIPS?
4., .Will it be BENEFICIAL to all coii- 
cerned?
Tliese are the men for the year of 1974-75 
who are spinning the wheel of Rotary in 
Sidney and District 502. From left to right 
thev are Wilf Price, Past President Bob 
Brister. District Governor and .John 
Salvador President .
Don’t forget Aug. 21 
to Sept. 2 The big 
Saanichton Fair
the more YOU help us 
the more We Can Help 
those that ncetl help
How It WoriQ
lU'IH'iitnUy wwlrt KUilrNinrii 
luivc t'nnfi'SiReO that th«'lr 




vi'siittnsIbllU.v on the bi- 
ilivhlnal, saiil Ihr late KIr 
Ai»|{iih Mheholl. of
notary Inti'irnatlonal. 
to Ki'c that hiK atllUidc In tho; 
imirsi* of hiK ilnlly .affairs will 
iMillit mutual rrHiiort and 
unilmlaniUnp;. If oach of mh 
win* to UKo Tin* Kiwir-Way 
Tout, said Sir AnRUS. wr would 
hi'RlH t« make proRrrss 
luwurd Uii* nointlon of world 
prohlrmn.
. .Ilow Thi* Test works is In- 
dinUrd by tho ChIcaRO 
UotarUin wIiodrvdiH'fdll. He
siiRRoHls tlial first you 
mrmorbe Th«d'«ir-Way Tost
and thro formulate tin- habit 
of I'lmklnR your thouRhtx, 
ivordH anil deeds with it.
..The Four-Way T«*st is now 
beinR used siiecessfully 
around the world in businesH, 
Roveroment and sr hools as’ an 
effeetive measwrinR stirk for 
ronduc't. It is a Ruide to 
ttiHIIT thinkinR. If 
memorised and ronstantly 
»|i|tlled to relations with 
nthers, it will make a definite 
roiitributlon toward more 
effective s and friendlier 
relalioushliMi.
..If you Ret into Ute habit of 
rhi-rkSwR ynMir Ch«*iRht», words 
and deeds nRainiit The Four- 
Way Ti**!. Ihe ruperience of 
nfbem has shown that it will 
help you luecoine happier atwl 
more sureessful. ,
MnaikfiMai
jvednesday, August 28, 1974
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! ly"i ’A'}
ir "A” Steer Beef
-k Major Supplier to Vancouver Island’s Hotel & Restaurant Trade
★ Home Freezer Specialists - Order Line 598-2211
★ Longhorn ★ Oak Bay ★ Duncan
★ Opening Soon at 2020 Tillicum Road _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
O R A H A L 0 MO HO E E Ml
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106th ANNUAL SAANICH FALL FAIR
Presented By The
mRTM AUD SOOTH SMNICH AORiCULTURHl SOCIETY
operator of the oldest continuous Agricultural Fair in Western Canada
UBOR DAY WEEKEND 1974
SATURDAY, AUGUST 31 SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 1 MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 2
JUDGING
9:00 a.m. - Poultry and Rabbits 
4-H Achievement Classes .
HIGHLAND EVENTS ALL DAY 
beginning at 9:30 a.m. at the 
Band Shell
JUDGING
10:00 a m. - Junior Horse Show 
10:30 a.m. - Beef Cattle
MAIN HALL OPENS AT CON­
CLUSION OF JUDGING
JUDGING
1:30 p.m. - Beef Cattle
WORKING DISPLAY OF OLD- 
TIME MACHINERY 
2:00- and 4:00 p.m.
8:00 p.m. • Square Dance Com­
petition in Band Shell 
10:00 p.m. - MAIN HALL 
CLOSES
. Admission Gate Closes
Horses Halter
BUS SCHEDULE
Leaving Bellevile & Douglas Sts.
SATURDAY SUNDAY
MONDAY
8:20 a.m. ■■ 9;6o a.m.
9:00 a.m, V 10:00 a.m.
10:00 a.m. 11:00 a.m.
11:00 a.m. 12:00 noo
12:15 p.m. 12:00 noon
1:00 p.m. 1:00 p.m.
2:00 p.m. 2:00 p.m.
Wilh pickups at main stops on 
Douglas:






10:00 a.m. - Horse Show 
Junior and Senior 
Western Day
10:00 a.m. - PUMPKIN CON­
TEST DISPLAY - beside the 
Band Shell
NOON — MAIN HALL OPENS 
JUDGING
1:00 p.m. - Horse Show
WORKING DISPLAY OF 
OLD TIME MACHINERY 
2:00 and 4:00 p.m.
BAND SHELL EN­
TERTAINMENT 
1:00 p.m. - Pumpkin Weigh in 
Prize for guessing the heaviest 
pumpkin. -
Peninsula Players - Original 
Children's Play
FARM GAMES y ,
2:00 p:m. - Cow Beauty Contest 
— Egg Throwing Contest 
Wheelbarrow Race
6:00 p.m. MAIN HALL CLOSES
JUDGING
8:00 a m. - Horses Halter 
Classes
9:00 a.m. - 4-H Achievement 
10:00 a.m. - Horse Show, English 
Events
10:00 a.m. - Sheep and Goat 
11:00 a.m. - Ayrshires
9:00 A.M. MAIN HALL OPENS
WORKING DISPLAY OF OLD- 
TIME MACHINERY 





1:30 p.m. and 3:00 p.m.
EN-
3:45 p.m. — GRAND PARADE 
4:45 p.m. — AUCTION SALE of 
Beef and Lamb
6:30 p,m. - RAFFLE DRAW at 
The Band Shell
7:00 p.m. — AUCTION SALE of 
Farm Produce from the Main 














Senior Citizens - 75c 
Ages 13 to 15-75c 
Ages 13 to 15-750 
. Children 12 and under Free
FREE BUS FROM PARKING 
LOTS ON MOUNT NEWTON 
CROSSROAD
DINING ROOM 
OPEN EACH ,DAY 










Extend Warm Greetings To Members 
Of The North & South Saanich
Our Best Wishes 
for a Most Successful Pair
Congratulations




on behalf of the residents of the Municipality 
offer warm congratulations to 
North & South 
Saanich Agricultural Society
tooth l''an I’^xhihition at Saanichton
The People of North Saanich
extend Warm Congratulations to
Directors of the North and South
Saanich Agricultural Society on
the occasion of their 106th Fall Fair
This Fair Is the Senior Organization linking 
tho people of the
Saanich Peninsula for the Good of All
The Municipality 
of North Saanich
Why Not Read Every Week?
